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Abstract

The bene�ts of mining social media are rapidly increasing with social media's

increasing popularity and the increasing amount of social media data available. Mining

social media presents new di�culties, however, because users' posts are informal and

often do not even claim to be authoritative. Users often describe concepts using lay

phrases that cannot be mapped to an existing knowledge base, users often change

the word choices and constructions in these phrases rather than treating them as a

precise vocabulary, and users often post anecdotes or reactions to news stories that

must be separated from users' descriptions of their experiences. Many types of social

media mining require that these di�culties be addressed. Users' vocabularies must be

mapped onto a knowledge base before a system can determine how concepts expressed

by one user relate to concepts expressed by another, and many types of mining are

intended to be performed only on posts describing users' �rst person experiences.

In this dissertation I propose and evaluate methods for overcoming these di�cul-

ties. I propose a synonym discovery method for discovering equivalent lay phrases

and mapping between lay phrases and expert terms in a knowledge base; I show this

method performs substantially better than comparable previously proposed synonym

discovery methods (i.e., methods that do not require query logs or parallel corpora).

I propose several concept extraction methods that use a thesaurus to identify varia-

tions of known lay phrases, as are often created when users speak informally. These

methods outperform existing concept extraction methods as measured by both F1

and Precision. I then describe an architecture for identifying real world trends using
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the structured output of the synonym discovery and concept extraction methods,

and describe methods for quantifying the in�uence of the news cycle on social media

activity and reducing the impact of incomplete information by learning relationships

between user mentions of symptoms, conditions, and drugs. Finally, I investigate

the e�ect of Twitter's sampling on trend detection performance, �nd that Twitter's

publicly available 1% sample is not always representative of the whole, and suggest

heuristics for determining when Twitter's 1% sample may be used.

Index words: text mining, data mining, natural language processing, NLP
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The bene�ts of mining social media are rapidly increasing with social media's

increasing popularity and the increasing amount of social media data available.

These bene�ts are especially promising in the area of healthcare, with a 2014 Pew

Research Center survey reporting that 8% of adult internet users �have posted a

health-related question or comment online within the past year� 1. Researchers have

already begun to mine social media for a variety of health-related purposes, such

as identifying drugs that users commonly associate with unexpected adverse e�ects

in forum posts [8, 56] or estimating the prevalence of In�uenza from tweets and

blog posts [3, 28, 29, 53]. Mining social media is fraught with unique di�culties,

however: (i) there is often a mismatch between users' vocabularlies and the vocabu-

laries of expert knowledgebases (e.g., thesauri, ontologies, etc.); (ii) even when users

are using the same vocabularly as a knowledgebase, they may add words between

terms, substitute one word for another, or change the construction of phrases; and

(iii) users may write posts that appear relevant to a mining algorithm but either

are actually irrelevant and should be ignored (e.g., commentary on and reactions

to news media, anecdotes, etc.) or are relevant but provide incomplete, potentially

misleading information (e.g., a user mentions experiencing symptom X after taking

drug Y without noting that the user also has condition Z, which is known to cause

1http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2014/01/15/

the-social-life-of-health-information/

1
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symptom X ). In this dissertation I propose and evaluate methods for handling these

di�culties. While the methods I propose are domain-independent, I evaluate their

performance in the health domain.

1.1 Vocabulary Mismatch

Users often use verbose phrases as a substitute for expert terms that they do not

know. A user might use the phrase �my heart is beating fast� to indicate he has

what a medical expert would call �heart palpitations,� for example, or he might indi-

cate that his �elbow joints hurt� rather than describing his condition as �arthralgia.�

This mismatch between lay person and expert vocabularies can occur in any domain

with a specialized vocabulary that users are not commonly familiar with. Thus, it is

important to identify the lay phrases used as synonyms of expert terms so that the

lay phrases can be treated as equivalent to the expert terms in the mining process.

Mining drug forums for frequent mentions of unexpected side e�ects is not bene�cial,

for example, if �heart palpitations,� �heart is beating fast,� and �heart pounding� are

treated as separate side e�ects in the analysis. I propose a method for discovering

domain-speci�c synonyms in Chapter 2, and �nd that our method is able to place

50% of a term's correct synonyms in the top 5% of a ranked list.

1.2 Concept Extraction

While a thesaurus that maps lay phrases to expert terms is necessary for under-

standing the concepts users are posting about, a thesaurus alone is not su�cient.

Users modify lay phrases and combine them with other lay phrases to create a new,

equivalent construction that may not appear in the thesaurus. Consider a user with

two simple symptoms that should appear in an appropriate thesaurus: �leg pain� and
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�arm pain.� The user may express his condition by saying he has �pain in his leg and

arm,� thus combining the two phrases into a single phrase that does not appear in

thesaurus, or he may modify the phrase �arm pain� to express his condition in a more

roundabout way such as �it hurts to use my arm� or �touching my arm is painful.�

Rather than creating a thesaurus containing every possible way one can express a

given concept in English, a concept extraction method should be used to determine

when concepts in a thesauarus are expressed in a post. I propose several concept

extraction methods in Chapter 3, and �nd that our methods outperform previously

proposed methods in terms of precision and F1.

1.3 Real World Concepts

Concepts extracted from social media do not necessarily indicate events in the real

world; before this possibility can be considered, posts that are not about the author's

personal experience should be discarded, concepts must be aggregated to an appro-

priate level of granularity for the analyses to be performed (e.g., should �left arm

pain� be treated as equivalent to �arm pain�?), and trends must be detected in the

social media posts. Even after these steps have been performed, it is often di�cult

to determine with certainty whether a social media trend re�ects a trend in the real

world, because it is uncommon to have groundtruth bridging the two. Futhermore, a

trend detection method may not have access to all relevant social media posts (e.g.,

Twitter's public feed provides a 1% sample of all public tweets) and users may not

mention all relevant information on social media. I describe a framework for identi-

fying real-world trends using a thesaurus and concept extraction method in Chapter

4; describe methods for quantifying the in�uence of the news cycle on social media

activity in Chapter 5; propose a method for reducing the impact of incomplete infor-
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mation by learning relationships between user mentions of symptoms, conditions, and

drugs in Chapter 6 so that they can be considered in analyses; and investigate the

impact of Twitter's sampling in Chapter 7. I �nd that a strong correlation exists

between Twitter activity and the news cycle for some types of events, that our model

of the relationships between mentions of symptoms, conditions, and drugs correctly

identi�es actual relationships, and that Twitter's sampling can substantially a�ect

trend detection results under some circumstances.

1.4 Hypotheses

H1. Pairs of lay synonyms can be automatically discovered in social media posts with

usable performance by using only features derived from a unilingual corpus of

social media, such as lexical, semantic, and syntactic term features. External

resources, such as search engine query logs and parallel corpora (i.e., multiple

translations of a single corpus), can be powerful tools for discovering synonyms.

These resources are often di�cult to obtain, however, and may not even be

available for some domains and use cases. I hypothesize that synonyms can be

discovered using only features derived from the corpus itself; a method for doing

so is proposed in Chapter 2.

H2. Supervised methods can extract concepts from social media posts with better

performance than previously-proposed unsupervised dictionary-based methods.

Existing unsupervised dictionary-based methods do not consider the informal

terminology and constructions commonly present in social media. I hypothesize

that supervised methods can improve upon them by, for example, considering

a term's context and other linguistic features. Supervised concept extraction

methods are proposed in Chapter 3.
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H3. Concepts discussed in social media posts can be extracted and equivalent con-

cepts aggregated to identify trends that are strongly correlated with real world

trends. I hypothesize that a concept extraction approach can be combined with

a concept aggregation method and trend detection method to detect trends

in the real world, such as estimating the prevalence of a disease in a popu-

lation. While much previous work has focused on estimating the prevalence

of In�ueza-like illnesses based on social media, my approach di�ers in that I

approach the problem with a framework that divides the trend detection task

into independent sub-tasks (Chapter 4) and in that I attempt to model and

mitigate several sources of noise. I investigate the impact of Twitter's sampling

on our results (Chapter 7), quantify the in�uence of the news cycle on some

types of social media activity (Chapter 5), which has famously caused inaccu-

racies in Google Flu Trends' prevalence estimates [54], and propose a method

for reducing the impact of incomplete information (Chapter 6) by modeling

relationships between symptom, condition, and drug mentions.

1.5 Organization

The remaining chapters are organized as follows. Chapter 2 addressesH1 by proposing

a method for discovering synonyms in social media posts. Chapter 3 addresses H2 by

proposing supervised methods for extracting concepts from social media posts given

a thesaurus containing sets of concepts' synonyms. In Chapters 4�6 I address H3 by

describing our trend detection framework (Chapter 4), investigating the impact of

Twitter's sampling on our results (Chapter 7), describing a method for modeling the

news cycle's in�uence on social media activity (Chapter 5), and learning relationships

between mentions of symptoms, conditions, and drugs (Chapter 6).
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Chapter 2

Synonym Discovery

2.1 Background

This chapter describes a domain-speci�c synonym discovery method that can be used

with domain-speci�c document collections. While domain-independent synonyms can

be easily identi�ed with resources such as general thesauri, there are often no such

resources to identify synonyms within a domain (i.e., domain-speci�c synonyms),

making domain-speci�c synonym discovery an important precursor to mining social

media. Furthermore, domain-speci�c document collections (e.g., medical forum posts)

are often signi�cantly smaller than the collections that domain-independent synonym

discovery is commonly performed on (e.g., the Web).

The best-performing synonym discovery methods require external information

that is di�cult to obtain, such as query logs [95] or documents translated into mul-

tiple languages [38, 78]. Other types of synonym discovery methods [91, 93] have

commonly been evaluated using synonym questions from TOEFL (Test Of English as

a Foreign Language), in which the participant is given a target word (e.g., �disagree�)

and asked to identify the word's synonym from among four choices (e.g., �coincide�,

�disparage�, �dissent�, and �deviate�). While this task presents an interesting problem

to solve, this type of evaluation is not necessarily applicable to the more general task

of discovering synonyms from among the many terms (n candidates) present in a

large collection of documents. We address this concern by evaluating our method's
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and other methods' performance when used to answer domain-speci�c TOEFL-style

questions with progressively larger numbers of incorrect choices (i.e., from 3 to 1,000

incorrect choices). While our proposed method performs substantially better than

strong existing methods, neither our method nor our baselines are able to answer

a majority of the questions correctly when presented with hundreds or thousands

of incorrect choices. Given the di�culty of choosing a target term's synonym from

among 1,000 candidates, we approach domain-speci�c synonym discovery as a ranking

problem in which a human editor searches for potential synonyms of a term and man-

ually evaluates the ranked list of results. To evaluate the usefulness of this approach,

we use our method and several strong existing methods to rank lists of potential syn-

onyms. Our method substantially outperforms existing methods and our results are

promising, suggesting that, for the time being, domain-speci�c synonym discovery is

best approached as a human-moderated relevance-ranking task.

This chapter's contributions are (1) a new synonym discovery method that outper-

forms strong existing approaches (our baselines); (2) an evaluation of how well our

method and others' methods perform on the TOEFL-style evaluations when faced

with an increasing number of synonym candidates; (3) an evaluation of how well our

methods and others' methods perform when used to rank a target term's synonyms;

our method places 50% of a target term's synonym in the top 5% of results, whereas

other approaches place 50% of a target term's synonyms in the top 40%.

2.2 Related Work

A variety of methods have been applied to the domain-independent synonym identi-

�cation problem. Despite the limited comparisons of these methodologies, the best-
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performing methods are reported to use query logs or parallel corpora. We describe

the existing methodologies and di�erentiate our approach.

Distributional Similarity.Much related work discovers synonyms by computing

the similarity of the contexts that terms appear in; this is known as distributional

similarity [83]. The intuition is that synonyms are used in similar ways and thus are

surrounded by similar words. Terra and Clarke compare the abilities of various statis-

tical similarity measures to detect synonyms when used along with term co-occurrence

information. Terra and Clarke de�ne a term's context as either the term windows in

which the term appears or the documents in which the term appears. They use ques-

tions from TOEFL (Test Of English as a Foreign Language) to evaluate the measures'

abilities to choose a target word's synonym from among four candidates. We use Terra

and Clarke's method as one of our baselines. Chen et al. identify synonyms by con-

sidering both the conditional probability of one term's context given the other term's

context and co-occurrences of the terms, but perform limited evaluation. Rybinski

et al. �nd frequent term sets and use the term sets' support to �nd terms which occur

in similar contexts. This approach has a similar outcome to other approaches that

use distributional similarity, but the problem is formulated in terms of terms sets and

support.

Distributional similarity has also been used to detect other types of relationships

among words, such as hyponymy and hypernymy, as they also tend to occur in similar

contexts. Sahlgren and Karlgren �nd terms related to a target concept (e.g., �criticize�

and �suggest� for the concept �recommend�) with random indexing [45], a method

which represents terms as low-dimensional context vectors. We incorporate random

indexing as one of our model's features and evaluate the feature's performance in

our feature analysis. Brody and Lapata use distributional similarity to perform word

sense disambiguation [15] using a classi�er with features such as n-grams, part of
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speech tags, dependency relations, and Lin's similarity measure [58], which computes

the similarity between two words based on the dependency relations they appear in.

We incorporate Lin's similarity measure as a feature and derive features based on n-

grams and part-of-speech n-grams. Strzalkowski proposes a term similarity measure

based on shared contexts [90]. Carrell and Baldwin use the contexts a target term

appears in to identify variant spellings of a target term in medical text. Pantel et al.

use distributional similarity to �nd terms belonging to the same set (i.e., terms which

share a common hypernym) [70] by representing each term as a vector of surrounding

noun phrases and computing the cosine distance between term vectors.

Lexico-syntactic Patterns. McCrae and Collier represent terms by vectors of

the patterns [41] they occur in and use a classi�er to judge whether term pairs are

synonyms. Similarly, Hagiwara uses features derived from patterns and distributional

similarity to �nd synonyms. Hagiwara extracts dependency relations from documents

(e.g., X is a direct object of Y) and use them as a term's context. Hagiwara �nds

that the features derived from distributional similarity are su�cient, because there

is no signi�cant change in precision or recall when adding features derived from pat-

terns. Their analysis is logical given that lexico-syntactic patterns and distributional

similarity are both concerned with the terms surrounding a target term. We use

Hagiwara's method as another one of our baselines.

Tags. Clements et al. observe that in social tagging systems di�erent user groups

sometimes apply di�erent, yet synonymous tags. They identify synonymous tags based

on overlap among users/items. Other tag similarity work includes [88], which identi�es

similar tags that represent a �base tag�. Tag-based approaches rely on the properties

of tags, thus they are not applicable to domains in which tags are not used. For this

reason we do not compare our method with tag-based approaches.
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Web Search. Turney [93] identi�es synonyms by considering the co-occurrence

frequency of a term and its candidate synonym in Web search results. This method

is evaluated on the same TOEFL dataset used by Terra and Clarke[91]; Terra and

Clarke's method performs better. Similarly, other approaches [2, 11] rely on obtaining

co-occurrence frequencies for terms from a Web search engine. We do not compare

with Web search-based methods as they rely on a general corpus (the Web), whereas

our task is to discover domain-speci�c synonyms in a domain-speci�c corpus.

Word Alignment. Plas[78] and Grigonyt
e et al.[38] observe that English syn-

onyms may be translated to similar words in another language; they use word align-

ment between English and non-English versions of a document to identify synonyms

within a corpus. Wei et al.[95] use word alignment between queries to identify syn-

onyms. Similarly, word alignment can be coupled with machine translation to identify

synonyms by translating text into a second language and then back into the original

language (e.g., [67]). While word alignment methods have been shown to perform

well, their applicability is limited due to requiring either query logs or parallel cor-

pora. Due to this limitation, we do not use any word alignment method as a baseline;

we are interested in synonym discovery methods that do not require di�cult-to-obtain

external data.

2.3 Methodology

We compare our approach against three baselines: Terra and Clarke's method, Hagi-

wara's SVM method, and a variant of Hagiwara's method.
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2.3.1 Terra and Clarke

Terra and Clarke [91] evaluate how well many statistical similarity measures identify

synonyms. We use the similarity measure that they found to perform best, pointwise

mutual information (PMI), as one of our baselines. The maximum likelihood estimates

used by PMI depend on how term co-occurrences are de�ned. Terra and Clarke pro-

pose two approaches: a window approach, in which two terms co-occur when they

are present in the same n-term sliding window, and a document approach, in which

two terms co-occur when they are present in the same document. We empirically

determined that a 16-term sliding window performed best on our dataset.

With this approach the synonym of a term wi is the term wj that maximizes

PMI(wi, wj). Similarly, a ranked list of the synonym candidates for a term wi can be

obtained using this approach by using PMI(wi, wj) as the ranking function.

2.3.2 Hagiwara (SVM)

Hagiwara proposes a synonym identi�cation method based on pointwise total corre-

lation (PTC) between two terms (or phrases treated as single terms) wi and wj and

a context ck in which they both appear. Hagiwara uses syntax to de�ne context. The

RASP parser [14] is used to extract term dependency relations from documents in

the corpus. A term's contexts are the (modi�er term, relation type) tuples from the

relations in which the term appears as a head word.

Hagiwara takes a supervised approach. Each pair of terms (wi, wj) is represented

by a feature vector containing the terms' pointwise total correlations for each context

as features. Features for contexts not shared by wi and wj have a value of 0. That

is, vectorwi,wj
= 〈PTC(wi, wj, c1), . . . , PTC(wi, wj, cn)〉. We prune features using

the same criteria as Hagiwara and identify synonyms by classifying each word pair
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as synonymous or not synonymous using SVM. We modi�ed this approach to rank

synonym candidates by ranking the results based on SVM's decision function's value.

2.3.3 Hagiwara (Improved)

We modi�ed Hagiwara's SVM approach to create an unsupervised approach based

on similar ideas. The contexts and maximum likelihood estimates are the same as

in Hagiwara's approach (described in section 2.3.2). Instead of creating a vector

for each pair of terms (wi, wj), we created a vector for each term wi and com-

puted the similarity between these vectors. The vector for a term wi is composed

of the PMI measures between the term wi and each context ck. That is, vectorwi
=

〈PMI(wi, c1), PMI(wi, c2), . . . , PMI(wi, cn)〉. The similarity between wi and wj is

computed as the cosine similarity between their two vectors. Similarly, we rank syn-

onym candidates for a term wi by ranking vectors based on their similarity to vector

wi.

2.3.4 Regression

Our approach is a logistic regression on a small set of features. We hypothesize that

a supervised approach will outperform statistical synonym identi�cation approaches

since it does not rely on any single statistical measure and can instead weight di�erent

types of features. While Hagiwara's original method used supervised learning, it only

used one type of contextual feature (i.e., pointwise total correlation between two terms

and a context). Like Hagiwara, we construct one feature vector for each word pair. In

the training set, we give each pair of synonyms a value of (+1) and each pair of words

that are not synonyms a value of (-1). To obtain a ranked list of synonym candidates,

the probabilities of candidates being synonyms are used as relevance scores. That is,
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the highest ranked candidates are those that the model gives the highest probability

of being a 1.

We also experimented with SVMRank [43] and SVM, but found that a logistic

regression performed similarly or better while taking signi�cantly less time to train.

The features we used are:

1. The number of distinct contexts both wi and wj appear in, normalized by the

minimum number of contexts either one appears in,

shared_contexts =
c(wi, wj)

min(c(wi), c(wj))

where c(wi) is the number of distinct contexts wi appears in and c(wi, wj) is

the number of distinct contexts both wi and wj appear in. According to the

distributional hypothesis [83], similar words should appear in the same context

more often than dissimilar words do. We use Hagiwara's method as described

in section 2.3.2 for �nding contexts.

2. The number of sentences both wi and wj appear in, normalized by the minimum

number of sentences either one appears in,

shared_sentences =
s(wi, wj)

min(s(wi), s(wj))

where s(wi) is the number of windows wi appears in and s(wi, wj) is the number

of windows both wi and wj appear in.

3. The cosine similarity between wi and wj as calculated by the Hagiwara

(Improved) method, as described in section 2.3.3. This method weights contexts

by their PMI, whereas shared_contexts weights all contexts equally.

4. The Levenshtein distance between terms wi and wj. Our synonym list contains

phrases; that is, terms may contain multiple words (e.g., �sore_throat�). This
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feature may be useful because synonymous phrases may share common terms

(e.g., �aching_throat� and �sore_throat�).

5. The probability of the target term wi appearing in an n-gram given that the

candidate term wj appears in the n-gram. We use all n-grams of size 3 that

appear in our dataset (e.g., �have|a|headache�) and replace the candidate and

target terms with X (e.g., �have|a|X�).

ngram_pr = Pr(wiappears as X|wjappears as X)

6. The probability of the target term wi appearing in a part-of-speech n-gram

given that the candidate term wj appears in the part-of-speech (POS) n-gram.

As with ngram_pr, we use n-grams of size 3. To construct POS n-grams, we

replace the candidate and target terms with X as before and replace each term

in the n-gram with its POS (e.g., �have|a|X� becomes �VBP|DT|X�).

posng_pr = Pr(wiappears as X|wjappears as X)

7. The similarity between terms wi and wj as computed by Lin's information-

theoretic term similarity measure (lin_sim) as described in [58]; this measure

is computed using the dependency relations that terms wi and wj appear in.

8. The cosine distance between the vector for term wi and the vector for term wj as

obtained using random indexing. We used the SemanticVectors1 implementation

of random indexing with the default parameters.

Features 5-7 (ngram_pr, posng_pr, and lin_sim) were inspired by features used in

Brody and Lapata's work on word sense disambiguation [15]; random_indexing was

shown by Sahlgren and Karlgren to perform well at identifying related terms [85]. We

explore the utility of each feature in section 2.4.4.

1https://code.google.com/p/semanticvectors/
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2.4 Experiments

We describe our ground truth and corpus in section 2.4.1. In section 2.4.2 we eval-

uate the quality of our approach and various baseline methods using a more realistic

variant of the TOEFL evaluation methodology commonly used in previous e�orts.

We approach synonym discovery problem as a ranking problem in section 2.4.3 and

evaluate how well our approach and the baseline methods rank a target term's syn-

onyms. Finally, we examine the impact of each feature used by our method in section

2.4.4.

2.4.1 Dataset

In keeping with this dissertation's theme of evaluating methods in the health domain,

we focus on the medical side e�ect domain in our evaluation. To evaluate our method-

ology and compare with existing strong approaches (i.e., our baselines), we used a

corpus of medical forum posts and the MedSyn synonym list [97] as our ground truth,

which contains synonyms in the medical side-e�ect domain. A domain-speci�c the-

saurus is required to train the synonym discovery methods for a given domain. We

removed synonyms from the list that do not occur or occur only once in our corpus

because it is impossible for any of the methods to detect them. We also removed

terms from the list that had no synonyms in our corpus. This left us with 1,791 syn-

onyms, which were split into a training set (291 pairs) which was used to tune our

methods, and a testing set (1,500 pairs), which was used to perform our evaluations.

On average, each term in the list had 2.8 synonyms (σ = 1.4). The maximum number

of synonyms per term was 11 and the minimum number was 2. Of the 1,791 syn-

onyms that we kept, 67% of the synonyms were phrases treated as a single term (e.g.,

�joint_pain�) and the remaining 33% were single terms (e.g., �arthralgia�).
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We created questions similar to those used in TOEFL from terms in the synonym

list by choosing a target term as the question (e.g., �joint pain�) and choosing a

synonym (e.g., �arthralgia�) and non-synonymous terms (e.g., �headache�, �arthritis�,

and �arm pain�) as choices (synonym candidates). The methods' task is to identify

the correct synonym from among the choices (synonym candidates) given the target

term. In the general TOEFL-style evaluation (section 2.4.2), each question has one

correct choice and n incorrect choices. In the relevance ranking evaluation (section

2.4.3), each question i has mi correct choices and n incorrect choices, where mi is the

number of synonyms that question i has in the synonym list.

Our corpus was built from a crawl of 400,000 forum posts made to the Breast-

cancer.org discussion boards2 and the FORCE breast cancer message boards3. Both

Websites divide their discussion boards into topics. In keeping with our goal of

identifying domain-speci�c synonyms, we crawled only those topics related to gen-

eral discussion or to side-e�ects. A complete list of the pages crawled is available4.

While this dataset is focused on the medical side-e�ect domain, our methods do not

take advantage of any medical domain knowledge and could be applied to �nd syn-

onyms within any domain. We stemmed both the synonym list and corpus with the

Porter stemmer. When tokenizing our corpus and synonym list, we transformed each

multi-word term in the synonym list into a single term (e.g., �joint pain� became

�joint_pain�). We de�ne synonyms as equivalent terms, including spelling varia-

tions. Synonymous phrases may be the same except for one additional word (e.g.,

�arm_pain� and �left_arm_pain�). We do not include separate entries in our syn-

onym list for every morphological variant of a term, however, because the synonym

list is stemmed.

2http://community.breastcancer.org/
3http://www.facingourrisk.org/messageboard/index.php
4http://community.breastcancer.org/
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2.4.2 General TOEFL-Style Evaluation

In related research e�orts, TOEFL (Test Of English as a Foreign Language) ques-

tions have been most commonly used to measure synonym identi�cation accuracy.

Succinctly, a TOEFL question consists of a target term and four synonym candi-

dates. The task is to identify which one of the four candidates is a synonym of the

target term. To create a more realistic TOEFL-style evaluation in which methods are

faced with more than four choices (synonym candidates), we created TOEFL-style

questions that consisted of one target word, one correct choice, and n incorrect choices

(equivalent to the TOEFL evaluation when n = 3). We let n range from 3 to 138

in multiples of 15 (3, 18, 33, 48, . . . ) and from 150 to 1050 in multiples of 100 (150,

250, . . . , 1050). We used �ve-fold cross-validation with the supervised methods. As

in previous work, we measured the performance in terms of the number of questions

answered correctly as the number of incorrect candidates varies (correct@n).

The results for the general TOEFL-Style evaluation are shown in Figure 2.1. We

also show the expected performance of a method that randomly selects synonyms

(Random). Terra and Clarke's method quickly overtakes Hagiwara (Improved) as n

increases. Our method, Regression, performs substantially better than Terra & Clarke

for all values of n (about 175% better @33, @150, and @450). The performance of

all methods decreases as n increases. Hagiwara (SVM) performs the worst among the

methods (91% worse than Regression @150) and quickly approaches the performance

of Random. Hagiwara (Improved) performs better than Hagiwara (SVM), but it per-

forms much worse than Regression and Terra and Clarke (85% worse than Regression

@ 150). At n = 3, which is equivalent to the traditional TOEFL evaluations with one

correct choice and three incorrect choices, Regression performs 49% better (67% vs.

45%) than the next best method, Hagiwara (improved). If each question's number
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Figure 2.1: General TOEFL-Style Evaluation

of correct choices increases to two or three (instead of one), the methods perform

similarly and Regression continues to substantially outperform the other methods.

While Regression and Terra and Clarke perform much better than the two Hagi-

wara methods, they do not perform well on an absolute scale. When used to �nd a

target term's synonym from among 451 choices (450 incorrect choice and 1 correct

choice), Regression is only correct 25% of the time; when n = 1000, Regression is

correct only 18% of the time. This is not accurate enough for use as a domain-speci�c

synonym discovery method. In the next section (section 2.4.3), we propose a solution.

2.4.3 Relevance Ranking Evaluation

It is clear from the general TOEFL evaluation (section 2.4.2) that currently-existing

methods are incapable of discovering domain-speci�c synonyms with acceptable accu-

racy. Given this observation, we propose approaching the problem of domain-speci�c
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Figure 2.2: MAP

Figure 2.3: Recall@n
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Figure 2.4: MAP@200 using single features

synonym discovery as a ranking problem, in which a human editor identi�es a target

term's synonyms by manually reviewing a ranked list of potential synonyms. While

this process does require human e�ort, providing a high quality ranked list signi�-

cantly reduces the amount of required e�ort. We evaluate the methods' abilities to

produce ranked lists. To do so, each method is given a target term and required

to rank the term's synonym candidates. To evaluate this approach, we generated

TOEFL-style questions in which each question i has mi correct choices and n incor-

rect choices, where mi is the number of synonyms that question i has in the synonym

list. That is, each mi is �xed for each question i and n grows progressively larger.

There is no �xed number of correct choices as in the general TOEFL evaluation where

there was only one correct choice. Instead, the number of correct choices for each ques-

tion is the number of synonyms that actually exist; this is more realistic than �xing

the number of correct choices in the evaluation. We with n = 10 and then allowed
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n to range from 100 to 1,000 in multiples of 100 (10, 100, 200, 300, . . . , 1000). The

quality of the ranked lists produced by each method was measured with Mean Average

Precision (MAP). We used �ve-fold cross-validation with the supervised methods, as

we did in our previous evaluations. Each method was modi�ed to produce a ranked

list of results as described in the methodology sections.

The results are shown in Figure 2.2. In this evaluation, Regression outperforms

Terra and Clarke for all values of n (57% better @10, 135% better @200, and 170%

better @1000). Similarly, Hagiwara (Improved) outperforms Hagiwara (SVM) for all

values of n. As in the general TOEFL evaluation, Regression and Terra and Clarke

perform much better than the Hagiwara methods. Regression's MAP remains above

0.40 for n <= 200 and has a MAP of 0.27 at n = 1000. This suggests that Regression

produces a ranked list that a human editor would �nd useful.

We measured recall@n with 1,000 candidates to explore how useful a human editor

would �nd these ranked lists. The results are shown in Figure 2.3. As with MAP,

Regression outperforms the other methods. Regression achieves a recall of 0.54 @50,

indicating that a human editor could use Regression's ranked lists to �nd half of a

target term's synonyms by looking at only the top 50 of 1,000 results (5%). This is a

sharp contrast to the other three methods, which require at least the top 400 of 1,000

results (40%) to be viewed before achieving an equivalent recall; Regression performs

157% better than Terra & Clarke @50, suggesting that our method can signi�cantly

decrease the work performed by a human editor.

2.4.4 Feature Analysis

We examine Regression's features to determine their contribution to Regression's

overall performance. To do so, we analyze the features in the context of the relevance

ranking evaluation. We compare the MAP@200s achieved by single features and by
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feature pairs. We abbreviate the name of each feature as follows: Hagiwara_improved

(HI), Levenshtein_distance (LD), Lin_sim (LS), ngram_pr (NG), posng_pr (POS),

random_indexing (RI), shared_contexts (SC), and shared_sentences (SS).

The performance of each single feature is shown in Figure 2.4. LD performs the

best, which is surprising given that our corpus was stemmed. We hypothesize that

LD's utility both results from synonymous terms that stem to di�erent roots and syn-

onymous phrases that share some terms. SS, RI, LS, and HI follow LD, but achieve

MAPs approximately 50% lower than LD's. The features that use dependency rela-

tions (HI and LS) perform similar to RI, which uses term co-occurrences. NG, POS,

and SC perform the worst. When pairs of features are used, the pairs containing LD

perform the best. All of these pairs perform similarly, but LD-SS performs best (25%

better than LD alone); it is closely followed by LD-RI. Of the feature pairs that do not

contain LD, three pairs that contain SS perform the best (LS-SS, RI-SS, and SS-HI),

however, they perform approximately 50% worse than the pairs containing LD. These

results mirror those obtained using single features. The performance achieved by the

best performing feature combinations (LD and LD-SS) cannot be achieved simply by

combining baselines (e.g., HI and RI).

2.5 Summary

In this chapter we proposed a regression-based method for synonym discovery that

substantially outperforms existing methods when used to rank a target term's syn-

onym candidates. Additionally, our method performs better at a generalization of the

TOEFL-style evaluation commonly used in prior work. When used to rank a target

term's 100 synonym candidates, our method produces rankings with a MAP of 0.47, a

135% increase over the next-highest method. On average our method places 54% of a
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target term's synonyms in the top 50 of 1,000 results (5%), whereas other approaches

place 50% of a target term's synonyms in the top 400 of 1,000 results (40%). Our

method �nds domain-speci�c synonyms, but the method itself is not domain speci�c.

While domain-speci�c synonym discovery is still a di�cult task requiring a human

editor, our method signi�cantly decreases the number of terms an editor must review.
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Chapter 3

Concept Extraction

3.1 Background

In this chapter we explore concept extraction methods in the context of detecting

adverse drug reactions (i.e., drug side e�ects or �ADRs�) in social media. Mining

social media for ADRs is an important task because the results can be used to aug-

ment clinical trials; in the case of recent drugs, it is possible for unknown ADRs to

be discovered (i.e., to discover side e�ects that are not listed on the drug's label) [62].

Similarly, unknown interactions between drugs can be discovered [96]. We focus on

ADR extraction via dictionary-based methods in which an ADR dictionary is created

from the terms in an ADR thesaurus. The thesaurus is necessary to treat two synony-

mous ADR terms or phrases, such as �hair loss� and �alopecia,� as the same concept

after the ADRs have been mined.

Dictionary-based ADR extraction requires two components: a dictionary-based

concept extraction method and an ADR thesaurus to identify relationships between

ADR terms. We use an ADR thesaurus we developed in previous work [97] and

propose three dictionary-based concept extraction methodologies. We compare these

methods against several previously proposed methods (baselines) using both a forum

corpus and a Twitter corpus. We �nd that our proposed methods substantially out-

perform the previously proposed methods in several di�erent scenarios; when used to

�lter the output of other methods, our Multinomial NB and LLDA methods achieve
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the highest precision and F1 on the forum corpus, respectively; our CRF methods

achieves the highest precision on the Twitter corpus.

Annotations indicating the concepts expressed in a document are traditionally

used both to evaluate concept extraction methods and to train them. To alleviate

the di�culty of obtaining annotations for a large social media corpus, we propose

an alternate evaluation scheme for concept extraction in the ADR domain that uses

the ADRs listed on drug labels to predict the ADRs that a method should extract.

We explore both how well this �known ADR� evaluation approximates an evaluation

using annotations and whether �known ADR� groundtruth can be used as training

data for supervised methods.

This chapter's contribution is an exploration of how well our proposed and existing

concept extraction methods can be used to detect adverse drug reactions (ADRs)

in social media (i.e., forum posts and tweets), including: (i) the proposal of three

concept extraction methods; (ii) an evaluation of how well our proposed methods and

existing baselines perform on social media; (iii) the proposal of an alternate evaluation

scheme for the ADR domain that does not require annotations, an exploration of how

well this alternate evaluation approximates an evaluation using annotations, and an

exploration of how well this alternate evaluation scheme's ground truth can be used

as training data for supervised methods.

3.2 Related Work

Researchers have studied concept extraction within the domains of biomedicine [4, 7,

30] and electronic health records [32, 46, 48]. Most concept extraction methods use a

concept dictionary either to aid the extraction process or to map extracted concepts

to known concepts. Methods that do not utilize a dictionary generally treat concepts
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as high-level categories (e.g., the �medical treatment� category) rather than concepts

(e.g., a speci�c medical treatment).

MetaMap [4] is a concept extraction system commonly used in the biomedical

domain. MetaMap maps text to concepts in the UMLS Metathesaurus [10] using a

variety of information such as part-of-speech tags and generated token variants. We

use MetaMap as one of our baselines by restricting the concepts it matches to those

in our ADR thesaurus.

Ben Abacha and Zweigenbaum[7] use a conditional random �eld (CRF) to clas-

sify phrases into the medical problem, treatment, and test categories. Chowdhury and

Lavelli[23] use a CRF with dictionary lookup features to identify when diseases are

mentioned in academic paper abstracts; they classify phrases as mentioning a disease

or not mentioning a disease, but they do not identify the disease concept being men-

tioned. Our CRF method (section 3.3) has some features in common with previously

proposed CRFs, but we avoid using feature classes (e.g., orthographic features) that

rely on properties of formal biomedical documents. Several methods use chunking

to identify concept candidates. Rajagopal et al.[80] identify noun and verb chunks

and apply part-of-speech rules to each chunk to identify concepts; they determine the

similarity between concepts by checking for shared terms and using a knowledge base.

Brauer et al.[13] use concept extraction to perform enterprise search; they compare

noun phrases in documents against an enterprise ontology graph, which they use to

create a document concept graph that serves as a query.

Zhou et al.[104] describe MaxMatcher, an approximate dictionary lookup method

that has been used to identify biomedical concepts in academic papers [21, 30, 104].

MaxMatcher weights each term in a concept by the term's signi�cance in respect to

that concept. A score is assigned to each potential dictionary match based on the

number, frequency, and the weight of the concept terms they include. MaxMatcher
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uses a series of rules to determine what text can be matched against a dictionary

concept (e.g., a candidate must �end with a noun or a number�).

Eriksson et al.[32] describe the process of creating a Danish ADR dictionary and

use it to �nd ADRs in health records that exactly match dictionary entries. Khare

et al.[48] �nd clinical concepts in clinical encounter forms using exact matching. They

reduce the number of false positives by employing rules restricting the type of concepts

that can be found in each type of �eld in the forms. Cohen[25] uses exact matching to

�nd biomedical concepts in biomedical research papers. Before checking the dictionary

for exact matches, Cohen uses domain-speci�c rules to generate variants of the term

being matched. These rules, which are speci�c to the notation used in gene and protein

names, perform normalization such as removing spaces from a term and changing

Arabic numerals to Roman numerals.

Some previous work has focused speci�cally on extracting ADRs from social media.

Leaman et al.[56] matched an ADR dictionary against terms appearing in a bag-of-

words sliding window to extract ADRs from discussion forums; for example, the bag-

of-words �achy legs restless� would match the �achy legs� and �restless legs� ADRs

in the ADR thesaurus, causing both the �achy legs� and �restless legs� ADRs to be

extracted. Our Sliding Window baseline is based on this method. Benton et al.[8]

used bag-of-words sliding windows to identify terms that were signi�cantly more

likely to occur together with a window than they were to occur separately. Yates and

Goharian[97] described ADRTrace, a system for �nding ADRs by matching terms

against an ADR thesaurus and matching terms against ADR patterns mined from

drug reviews (e.g., �pain in my leg� is matched by the pattern �<X>in my <Y>�).

We use ADRTrace as one of our baselines.
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3.3 Methodology

We propose three concept extraction methods. Each method takes as input a training

set of documents (forum posts or tweets) with concept annotations and a concept

thesaurus (or dictionary); each method outputs the set of concepts expressed in each

document. If a method receives the document �after taking drug X I've noticed a loss

of hair,� for example, the method should extract the �hair loss� ADR.

3.3.1 Labeled LDA

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [9] is an unsupervised topic model used to associate

documents with latent topics related to the terms observed in the documents. LDA

chooses topics that best explain the observed terms; there is no guidance as to which

topics or what type of topics should appear. Labeled LDA (LLDA) [81] is a supervised

extension to LDA that allows input documents to be labeled with topics. This allows

the topics to be de�ned by a human rather than by LDA, which allows us to de�ne

LLDA topics as concepts.

The intuition behind using LLDA for concept extraction is that LLDA can identify

terms that increase the likelihood of a concept being present despite the fact that the

terms are not associated in the thesaurus with the concept. LLDA's topics correspond

to ADR concepts. For example, topic 1 might correspond to �weight gain,� topic 2

might correspond to �carpal tunnel syndrome,� and so on. A no concept topic is also

included to indicate that a document contains no concepts (i.e., no ADRs). This topic

is intended to account for frequently occurring terms that should not be associated

with a concept topic. Each document is associated with the no concept topic in

addition to any appropriate concept topics (i.e., topics corresponding to the concepts

expressed in the document). The number of LLDA topics corresponds to the number
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of possible concepts, plus one for the no concept topic. A subset of LLDA's documents

are labeled and used as a training set. Concepts are extracted from the remaining

documents by using LLDA to assign topics to documents that each correspond to a

concept or to the no concept topic. For each document, every concept with a weight

higher than the no concept topic in the document is extracted; multiple concepts are

extracted from a document if multiple concepts have a higher weight than the no

concept topic. No concepts are extracted if the no concept topic is given the highest

weight in the document.

3.3.2 Naïve Bayes

Naïve Bayes is a probabilistic classi�er that performs document classi�cation by com-

puting the probability of a document belonging to a class given the document's terms;

terms are assumed to be independent. This method can be used to perform concept

extraction by classifying documents as containing either �no concept� or a speci�c con-

cept (e.g., the �hair loss� ADR). We use Naïve Bayes with a multinomial model rather

than a Bernoulli model, because this has been shown to have better performance on

text classi�cation tasks with a large vocabulary size [60]. Additive smoothing is used

with α = 1.

Concept mentions are often contained within small term windows, which are suit-

able for Naïve Bayes. Rather than using entire social media posts as documents, we

treat each n-term sliding window in a social media post as a separate document.

If a window contains a concept, the window is labeled with that concept; if not, the

window will be labeled as no concept. When a window contains only part of a concept's

phrase, it is labeled as no concept. This allows Naïve Bayes to learn that occurrence of

part of a concept's phrase does not necessarily mean that the corresponding concept

should be extracted.
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3.3.3 Conditional Random Field

A conditional random �eld (CRF) is a supervised discriminative probabilistic graph-

ical model used for classi�cation. Unlike most classi�ers, CRFs consider the labels

of each sample's neighbors when assigning a label to each sample. This makes CRFs

well-suited to and commonly used for named entity recognition (NER) [55]. NER dif-

fers from concept extraction, however, in that its task is to identify categories (e.g.,

�Continent�) rather than speci�c concepts within a category (e.g., �Antarctica�). NER

labels often follow the IOBEW scheme [55], which labels tokens with their relation

to the entity (e.g., Inside or Outside the entity). Each entity must be either a single

token (W) or have a Beginning and an End. We also use a simpler labeling scheme,

Part (or �IO�), that labels only the tokens which are part of a concept.

Figure 3.1 shows the labels assigned to two phrases using the IOBEW and Part

schemes. The concept �aching legs� in the top phrase is composed entirely of consec-

utive terms, so there is no di�erence between the schemes. The two concepts in the

bottom phrase (i.e., �achy legs� and �restless legs�) are composed of non-consecutive

terms; to handle these concepts with the IOBEW scheme, the surrounding terms (i.e.,

�are� and �and�) must also be labeled as part of the concept. To extract concepts with

the IOBEW scheme, we treat the terms within each entity (i.e., between each B-ADR

and E-ADR) as a bag of words and form all possible concepts from those terms. To

extract concepts with the Part scheme, we treat all terms labeled Part as a bag of

words and form all possible concepts from those terms.

We use a �rst-order CRF and associate the following Boolean features with each

token: (1) token itself, (2), dependency relation types that the token appears in as

determined by the Stanford Parser [49, 59], (3) token's part-of-speech tag, (4) token

appearance anywhere in the concept thesaurus, (5) tokens immediately before and
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Figure 3.1: CRF labels with the IOBEW and Part schemes.

after the current token, and (6) part-of-speech tags immediately before and after the

current token. We do not use orthographic features (e.g., the capitalization patterns

of tokens) that are commonly used in biomedical NER [17], as common language

ADR expressions do not frequently follow any orthographic patterns. Such features

are more appropriate for protein or gene names, which commonly have capital letters

and hyphens. While some of our features are derived from part-of-speech tags and

dependency relations, we do not rely on the presence of certain tags or relations to

identify candidates. To perform part-of-speech tagging, we use the Stanford Parser

on the forum corpus and the TwitIE tagger [12] on the Twitter corpus.

3.3.4 Filtering

LLDA and Multinomial NB can be used as a �lter for other methods to substantially

increase their precision, because (i) they make di�erent types of classi�cation errors

than the other methods and (ii) they have a low false negative rate. The CRFs and

baseline methods do not meet these criteria, so their performance is poor when used as

�lters; for the sake of brevity, we only report results using LLDA and Multinomial NB

�lters. When one of these methods is used as a �lter, only concepts extracted by both
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a �ltering method (i.e., LLDA or Multinomial NB) and another concept extraction

method are extracted (i.e., we return the intersection of the concepts extracted by

a �ltering method and the concepts extracted by another method). A �lter cannot

improve recall because it can only cause fewer results to be extracted, but a high

recall �lter can improve precision and F1 by reducing the number of false positives

while introducing a minimal number of false negatives.

3.3.5 Baselines

We use ADRTrace [97], MaxMatcher [104], and a sliding window method based on

the approach described by Leaman et al.[56] as our baselines. These methods are

described in the related work section (section 3.2).

3.4 Experiments

We evaluate the methods' performance when used to extract ADRs from medical

forum posts and tweets. We �rst describe the ADR thesaurus, forum post corpus,

Twitter corpus, and groundtruth used to evaluate the methods. We then report results

on the forum corpus and demonstrate that using a method as a �lter can substantially

improve the results. Next we evaluate the methods' performance using the alternate

�known ADR� evaluation, which does not require human annotations as groundtruth,

and compare the evaluation's results to those obtained using annotations as ground

truth. We use the �known ADR� evaluation to evaluate the methods' performance on

the Twitter corpus. Finally, we investigate how well the alternate evaluation's ground

truth can be used to provide training data for the forum corpus.
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3.4.1 Experimental setup

Thesaurus

We use MedSyn [97], a thesaurus of ADR terms derived from a subset of the Uni-

�ed Medical Language System Metathesaurus [10], as our list of synonyms for each

ADR concept. Every ADR extracted by any of the methods is mapped to a synonym

in MedSyn (e.g., �hair loss� is mapped to the ADR concept �alopecia�) and then

compared against our ground truth (sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.1). MedSyn includes both

common language terms (e.g., �baldness,� �hair loss�) and expert medical terms (e.g.,

�alopecia�).

Forum Corpus

Our forum corpus consists of 400,000 forum posts crawled from the Breastcancer.org

and FORCE discussion forums1. The crawl was targeted at retrieving posts from

sub-forums related to the discussion of ADRs caused by breast cancer drugs.

The forum corpus' ground truth consists of a random subset of the corpus that

was annotated to indicate the ADRs expressed in each post. Human annotators were

instructed to read each post and indicate any �rst-hand ADR accounts; third person

accounts, that is, a person talking about another person's ADR experience, were

ignored to avoid counting the same ADR experience multiple times. The annotators

were also instructed to ignore negated ADRs and uncertain ADRs. Each post was

annotated by three separate annotators. The annotators annotated approximately

600 posts with a combined total of 2,100 annotations. The MedSyn thesaurus was

used to treat di�erent synonyms of the same ADR as equivalent. Fleiss' Kappa was

calculated to be 0.37, indicating su�cient inter-rater reliability, given the di�culty of

1http://breastcancer.org and http://facingourrisk.org
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a many-category annotation task. When annotators disagreed over whether an ADR

was expressed, we resolved the con�ict by taking a majority vote. The annotations

and a list of the crawled URLs are available on the authors' website 2.

Twitter Corpus

Our Twitter corpus consists of approximately 2.8 billion tweets collected from

Twitter's public streaming API over the time periods May 2009 � October 2010 and

September 2012 � May 2013. We used the SIDER 2 [50] database, which contains

drugs and their known side e�ects, to keep only those tweets that contained the

name of at least one drug, leaving us with approximately 2.4 million tweets. Drug

terms in tweets were matched against SIDER 2 using an exact dictionary lookup.

SIDER 2 di�ers from larger databases by providing structured information about

each drug's ADRs. This allows the ADRs to be mapped directly to MedSyn without

performing an intermediate matching step. Both the tweet ids and the tweet-drug

mappings for the tweets in our corpus are available on the authors' website 3. In

January 2014, we queried the Twitter API for each of these remaining tweets to keep

only English language tweets and tweets that still existed (i.e., were not marked

as spam, deleted by the author, or made private by the author). This resulted in

a corpus of approximately 329,000 tweets. Rather than using annotations with the

Twitter corpus, we use an alternate evaluation methodology (section 3.4.1).

Unknown ADR Annotations

Given our goal of accurately extracting ADRs so that unknown ADRs may be dis-

covered, it is instructive to look for unknown ADRs in the annotations themselves.

2http://ir.cs.georgetown.edu/data/aaai15/
3http://ir.cs.georgetown.edu/data/aaai15/
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Drug Unknown adverse drug reactions
Docetaxel Low hemoglobin, low potassium,

metallic tastes
Tamoxifen Elbow pain, hives, hypermenorrhoea,

restless leg syndrome, tearfulness

Table 3.1: Unknown ADRs present in the forum annotations.

The unknown ADRs (i.e., ADRs that are not listed on the associated drug's label)

that appear in the forum annotations are shown in Table 1.

Only ADRs that were annotated at least twice for a drug are shown. While these

ADRs are not known to be caused by their associated drugs, some may be caused by

a medical procedure or underlying condition that commonly accompanies the drug.

This e�ect was partially compensated for by excluding unknown ADRs that were

present for more than one of the �ve breast cancer drugs.

Further clinical investigation is required to determine if any of the unknown

ADRs could be caused by their associated drug rather than by other factors. �Low

hemoglobin� is likely to be a result of the patient's underlying condition (i.e., breast

cancer) even though it only appears as an ADR for Docetaxel. �Low potassium,�

however, is not clearly associated with breast cancer. Similarly, �tearfulness� is likely

related to the emotional burden caused by the patient's condition, whereas �restless

leg syndrome� could potentially be an unknown side e�ect. These uncertainties illus-

trate the di�culty of determining whether a potential unknown ADR is actually an

unknown ADR caused by a drug. Clinical studies would be required to determine

which ADRs are truly unknown ADRs.
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Method extracted Method did not

the ADR x extract ADR x

ADR x is listed on True positive False negative
the given drug's label

ADR x is not listed on False positive True negative
the given drug's label

Table 3.2: Known ADR scoring

�Known ADR� annotations

While our discussion forum corpus was annotated by humans, annotating documents

is a di�cult, time consuming process, which makes annotating a large corpus imprac-

tical. Instead, we propose an alternate evaluation methodology that performs distant

supervising by taking advantage of the ADRs listed on drug labels (i.e., the list of

ADRs printed on the drug's packaging) and does not require annotations. We call

this setup a �known ADR� evaluation. This is similar to the semantic bootstrapping

approach used by Mintz et al.[63] to train a relation classi�er with unlabeled sentences

containing a pair of known entities.

In a known ADR evaluation, each document is associated with the drugs men-

tioned in the document; documents that do not mention any drugs are ignored. We

assume that the ADRs listed on the mentioned drugs' labels are the ADRs that should

occur in the documents the vast majority of the time (i.e., most of the ADRs that

people mention should be known ADRs; if a signi�cant fraction of a drug's ADRs are

unknown, the drug should not be on the market and thus should not appear in our

data).
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We use these drug-document associations to de�ne true positives, true negatives,

false positives, and false negatives as shown in Table 3.2. For example, a true positive

occurs when an extracted ADR is listed on the drug label of a drug associated with

the given document. The known ADR evaluation uses SIDER 2 to associate each

drug with its ADRs; SIDER 2 contains structured ADR data that can be mapped

directly to MedSyn using UMLS concept identi�ers, so no separate matching step is

necessary to map ADRs in the known ADR ground truth to ADRs in MedSyn.

Calculating precision is straightforward because we assume that only ADRs listed

on a drug's label should be extracted. While there are circumstances in which it

is incorrect to extract an ADR listed on a drug's label, such as when the ADR is

mentioned in a third-person account, we assume for the purposes of evaluation that

these cases are infrequent; we investigate the validity of this assumption in section

3.4.3.

False negatives frequently occur because it is unlikely for a social media document

(forum post or tweet) to mention every ADR that a drug can cause (i.e., every ADR

listed on a drug's label); in fact, Twitter's character limit makes this impossible for

most drugs. Subsequently, accurately calculating recall is impossible as we have no

way of knowing the number of ADRs listed on a drug's label that were actually

mentioned in a document. This di�culty does not change the relative ranking of

di�erent methods' recall, hence we consider the relative rankings of the methods'

recall scores rather than their absolute recall scores. We do not report F1 with known

ADR evaluations, as we cannot accurately estimate absolute recall scores.

Drug-aware Cross-validation

Five-fold cross-validation is used with all reported results. Both strati�ed cross-

validation folds and random folds, which are commonly used in supervised learning,
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are undesirable for this problem; they would allow supervised methods to learn the

mapping of certain drug names to certain ADRs, which con�icts with our goal of

identifying �unknown ADRs� (i.e., a method trained on random folds might perform

well only when extracting known ADRs).

To avoid this situation, we choose cross-validation folds such that there is minimal

overlap between the drugs represented in each fold. For example, if fold #1 contains

documents mentioning the drugs D1 and D2, and fold #2 contains documents men-

tioning the drug D3, no documents containing D1, D2, or D3 should be placed in

the three remaining folds. The drugs in each fold are chosen such that the number of

documents in each fold is as close as possible to the number of document in each other

fold. In practice, there can be some small overlap between the drugs in each fold due

to documents mentioning multiple drugs. The problem of assigning drugs to folds can

be viewed as an instance of the bin packing problem, in which items of varying sizes

must be packed into bins with limited capacities [94]. Folds are treated as bins with

a maximum capacity of 20% of the total number of documents (corresponding to �ve

folds). Each distinct drug is treated as an item, and the item's size is the number of

documents corresponding to that drug. The bin packing problem is NP-hard, so we

obtain an approximate solution using the �rst-�t algorithm [94].

3.4.2 Forum Evaluation

We evaluate each method's performance in extracting ADRs on our forum corpus by

using the annotations as ground truth. For each method we calculate precision, recall,

and F1 by comparing the set of ADRs in the annotations to the set of ADRs extracted

by that method. We use a sliding window size of 5 (n=5) with the Sliding Window

method and with multinomial Naïve Bayes (Multinomial NB); we empirically chose

n=5 for both methods.
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No �lter LLDA �lter Multinomial NB �lter
F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec.

ADRTrace 0.44 0.35 0.59 0.58 0.63 0.54 0.57 0.59 0.55
MaxMatcher 0.23 0.25 0.21 0.18 0.58 0.10 0.18 0.58 0.10
Sliding Window 0.46 0.36 0.65 0.58 0.58 0.57 0.55 0.54 0.57
MetaMap 0.25 0.29 0.21 0.24 0.48 0.16 0.28 0.48 0.19
CRF-IOBEW 0.37 0.58 0.28 0.38 0.64 0.27 0.40 0.66 0.28
CRF-Part 0.40 0.58 0.31 0.39 0.57 0.30 0.40 0.59 0.30
LLDA 0.11 0.06 0.58 - - - 0.38 0.29 0.55
Multinomial NB 0.27 0.18 0.54 0.38 0.29 0.55 - - -

Table 3.3: Results on the forum corpus using human annotations with no �ltering
method, using annotations with LLDA as a �lter, and using annotations with Multi-
nomial NB as a �lter. When used as �lters, LLDA and Multinomial NB increase the
precision of other methods.

Prec. Rec. Rank (Rec.)
ADRTrace 0.48 4 (0.00886)
MaxMatcher 0.46 8 (0.00177)
Sliding Window 0.49 3 (0.01075)
MetaMap 0.52 7 (0.00235)
CRF-IOBEW 0.90 6 (0.00458)
CRF-Part 0.87 5 (0.00499)
LLDA 0.58 2 (0.04565)
Multinomial NB 0.62 1 (0.20169)

Table 3.4: Results on the forum corpus using known ADR groundtruth instead of
human annotations.
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The results are shown in the �no �lter� column of Table 3.3. Sliding Window

performs best as measured by F1 and Recall. The CRFs perform best in terms of

precision; CRF-Part (i.e., the CRF with the Part labeling scheme) has an 8% higher

F1 than CRF-IOBEW, suggesting that the surrounding terms commonly found in

ADR concept expressions may be handled better by the Part labeling scheme. The

CRFs have higher precision than the other methods, but lower recall. MetaMap,

MaxMatcher, LLDA, and Multinomial NB perform substantially worse than the other

methods. Both were designed to operate on biomedical documents (i.e., academic

papers) rather than on social media.

MaxMatcher's rules choose poor match candidates when used to perform concept

extraction on social media. This results in both low recall, as correct candidates are

missed, and in low precision, as MaxMatcher tries to extract ADRs from partial

matches against poor match candidates. Similarly, MetaMap's integrated part-of-

speech tagging does not utilize a part-of-speech tagger trained on social media.

The forum evaluation results when using LLDA and Multinomial NB as �lters are

shown in the 2nd and 3rd columns of Table 3.3, respectively. ADRTrace and Sliding

Window with an LLDA �lter both yield an F1 26% higher than Sliding Window alone,

which was the best performing method without a �lter. Combining CRF-IOBEW with

an LLDA �lter slightly improves its F1 by increasing its precision by 10%; CRF-Part's

F1 drops slightly. MetaMap's precision and MaxMatcher's precision both increase

substantially, but at the expense of their recall scores, indicating that these methods

are identifying some ADRs that LLDA and Multinomial NB miss. The Multinomial

NB �lter's maximum F1 is slightly lower than the LLDA �lter's; however, it may be

preferable in some situations because it is much more computationally e�cient than

LLDA.
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The performance improvement caused by using LLDA or Multinomial NB as a

�lter comes from their di�erent approach to extraction (i.e., they do not require every

term in an ADR concept to be present) and their high recall (i.e., they do not eliminate

many true positives). If a method's utility as a �lter relied only on the method's recall,

Sliding Window should perform better than both LLDA and Multinomial NB; this

is not the case. Using Sliding Window as a �lter with any of the remaining methods

yields a F1 no higher than 0.40, however, Sliding Window's recall is 12% higher than

LLDA's. In addition, Sliding Window's precision is substantially higher than both of

the other methods'.

3.4.3 Known ADR evaluation on forums

We perform a known ADR evaluation on our forum corpus to explore how well the

known ADR evaluation's results match the annotated evaluation on the forum corpus.

We use human annotations to train the methods and the known ADR ground truth

to evaluate the methods' performance; if the known ADR evaluation is valid, the

metrics should be similar to the metrics obtained when using annotations as ground

truth.

The results are shown in Table 3.4. We do not report F1 due to the di�culty

of accurately calculating recall scores (as explained in section 3.4.1). Each method's

precision is higher than in the forum annotation evaluation (section 3.4.2) because the

methods' task has become simpler; for example, the known ADR evaluation does not

make a distinction between �rst-hand and third person ADR mentions. LLDA and

Multinomial NB achieve arti�cially high recall scores because they learn to frequently

return the most common ADRs.

Given the di�culty of directly comparing F1 and recall scores between the

human annotation evaluation and known ADR evaluation, we compare the correla-
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tions between the absolute precision scores and the correlations between the recall

rankings. We use Pearson's r to compare the correlation between the known ADR

evaluation's precision and the annotation evaluation's precision. We focus on the

ranking of the recall scores and use Spearman's ρ to compare the correlation between

the known ADR's recall rankings and the annotation evaluation's recall rankings.

The correlation in precision between the evaluation setups is 0.64, and the correlation

of the recall ranks is 0.79. Both of these coe�cients indicate a strong correlation,

suggesting that, while the known ADR evaluation does not yield the same precision

and recall scores as the annotation evaluation, the known ADR evaluation can be

used to evaluate the relative ranking of methods. Evaluating the relative ranking of

methods can be useful in determining if a method performs well on di�erent data sets

(e.g., to determine if the method that performs best on forum posts also performs

best on tweets).

3.4.4 Twitter evaluation

To investigate the di�erence between the methods' performance on forum posts and

their performance on tweets, we evaluate each method's performance on our Twitter

corpus using the known ADR evaluation described in section 3.4.1. Recall that the

known ADR evaluation's results on forum posts were strongly correlated with the

annotation evaluation's results on forum posts (section 3.4.3).

The results are shown in Table 3.5. As in the forum annotation evaluation (section

3.4.2), CRFs achieve the highest precision both by themselves and with a �lter. LLDA

achieves the highest recall, whereas Sliding Window had the highest recall in the

forum annotation evaluation. MaxMatcher and MetaMap perform similarly poorly in

both evaluations. LLDA and Multinomial NB's unrealistically high recalls are likely

caused by the known ADR evaluation, rather than by the di�erent corpus, as LLDA
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and Multinomial NB were observed to have the highest recalls when the known ADR

evaluation was applied to the forums (section 3.4.3). LLDA and Multinomial NB are

learning to frequently return common ADRs caused by many drugs.

As explained in the forum known ADR evaluation (section 3.4.3), we believe the

known ADR evaluation is most useful for evaluating the relative ranking of methods.

CRF-Part is the highest ranked method by precision but has low recall; the Multino-

mial NB and Sliding Window methods have the 2nd and 3rd highest recalls, respec-

tively.

We use Spearman's rank correlation coe�cient to compare the precision and recall

rankings between the Twitter corpus and the annotation evaluation on the forum

corpus. The rank correlation between precision scores is 0.62 and the rank correlation

between recall scores is 0.65. Both correlation coe�cients indicate a strong correlation

between the methods' rankings when used on the forum corpus and used on the

Twitter corpus, suggesting that the methods that work well on forum posts also work

well on tweets.

Without being able to calculate F1 and absolute recall it is di�cult to determine

the LLDA �lter's overall performance impact, however, it does not appear to improve

performance on the Twitter corpus as it did on the forum corpus. In fact, LLDA's

and Multinomial NB's behavior as �lter methods di�ers from that observed in the

annotation evaluation on the forum corpus (section 3.4.2), where LLDA and Multi-

nomial NB increased the precision of most other methods when used as �lters. When

given known ADR training data, LLDA and Multinomial NB learn to predict the

most common ADRs across drugs, which prevents them from being useful as �ltering

methods.
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No �lter LLDA �lter
Prec. R. Rank Prec. R. Rank

ADRTrace 0.23 4 (0.00047) 0.25 3 (0.00048)
MaxMatcher 0.23 5 (0.00015) 0.24 5 (0.00018)
S. Window 0.23 3 (0.00054) 0.25 2 (0.00055)
MetaMap 0.24 7 (0.00014) 0.24 5 (0.00018)
CRF-IOBEW 0.44 5 (0.00015) 0.44 4 (0.00019)
CRF-Part 0.48 8 (0.00013) 0.43 7 (0.00016)
LLDA 0.20 1 (0.13664) - -
Multi. NB 0.37 2 (0.00194) 0.24 1 (0.00134)

Table 3.5: Twitter results using known ADR groundtruth. The CRF methods perform
well as on the forum corpus, but the LLDA �lter does not.

3.4.5 Known ADRs as training data

We introduced the known ADR evaluation setup as a strategy for dealing with the dif-

�culty of annotating large amounts of documents. Annotations are not only required

for evaluation, however; the supervised CRF, LLDA, and Multinomial NB methods

require annotations as training data. In this section we investigate the utility of using

the known ADR ground truth (i.e., the assumption that all ADRs on a drug label

should be extracted) as training data for our supervised methods. We conduct the

evaluation using the forum corpus with known ADR ground truth to train the methods

and the forum annotation evaluation (section 3.4.2) to test the methods.

The results using the forum corpus with known ADR ground truth as training

data are shown in Table 3.6. The supervised methods perform worse than ADRTrace

and Sliding Window did in the annotation evaluation in terms of F1 and recall, which

suggests that known ADR ground truth should not be used as training data for F1-

oriented or recall-oriented scenarios. CRF's precision is still higher than that of any of
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F1 Precision Recall

CRF-IOBEW 0.34 0.43 0.28
CRF-Part 0.35 0.41 0.31
LLDA 0.10 0.06 0.38
Multi. NB 0.19 0.12 0.39

Table 3.6: Forum results when known ADR ground truth is used as training data for
the supervised methods. The CRF methods' precision scores decrease, but remain
higher than those of any unsupervised method.

the unsupervised methods, however, indicating that known ADR ground truth may

still be useful for training in precision-oriented scenarios.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter we proposed three methods for performing concept extraction and

evaluated their performance in the domain of adverse drug reaction (ADR) extrac-

tion from social media. We found that in di�erent scenarios our methods showed

performance advantages over previously proposed methods. Our CRF method's high

precision, which remains the highest of the methods evaluated, makes the method

well-suited for precision-oriented concept extraction applications, such as detecting

unknown ADRs that are not listed on a drug's label. Furthermore, our LLDA and

Multinomial NB methods can be used as �lters to improve the precision of other

concept extraction methods; when Multinomial NB was used on the forum corpus

to �lter our CRF's extractions, the combination led to the highest precision of any

method we evaluated; when LLDA was used as a �lter with the Sliding Window or

ADRTrace methods, the combined methods achieved the highest F1s of any methods

we evaluated.
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Chapter 4

Trend Detection

4.1 Background

In this chapter we describe a system for detecting real world trends in social media by

combining a thesaurus and concept extraction method with existing concept aggre-

gation and trend detection methods. This system de�nes interchangeable language

processing components that operate independently of each other (i.e., components to

perform concept extraction, concept aggregation, and trend detection), allowing for

experimentation with individual components to help mitigate the lack of groundtruth

available for real world trends.

Our system improves upon other e�orts to monitor the spread of in�uenza on

Twitter by not requiring a topic of interest to be speci�ed a priori. That is, our system

is designed to detect any concept on Twitter that the concept extraction component

can extract, rather than being designed to detect instances of a speci�ed topic (e.g.,

the seasonal �u). While we focus on detecting topics related to health, our system's

architecture and methods are domain-independent.

This chapter's contributions are a description of a system for detecting real world

trends using a lay thesaurus and a concept extraction method, and an exploration of

in�uenza and allergy trends detected by the system.
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4.2 Related Work

Most previous work on using social media for public health surveillance has focused on

correlating In�uenza-like-illness (ILI) rates obtained using social media with ILI rates

from a traditional source. This di�ers from our goal of detecting health-related trends

without specifying a condition of interest (e.g., ILI) a priori. Culotta experiment

with di�erent feature selection methods and regression models to predict ILI rates

on Twitter. Aramaki et al. classify tweets as �u related or unrelated using a SVM.

Similarly, Lampos and Cristianini investigate using LASSO to predict ILI rates and

the amount of rainfall in an area. Corley et al. �nd that blog trends can also indicate

ILI rates; they correlate ILI-related trends with ILI incidence data from the US Center

for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).

We have previously propose a framework for identifying health-related trends using

frequent term sets that does not require topics to be speci�ed a priori [71]. It focuses

on detecting trends using frequent term sets generated by an association rule mining

algorithm [57] and using Wikipedia to map term sets to health concepts, allowing

the speci�cs of how frequent term sets are chosen and how term sets are associated

with Wikipedia articles to vary. Rather than focusing on a particular trend detection

strategy, this work generalizes [71] by de�ning three types of components from which

a trend detection system can be built. In this framework, frequent term set generation

is an example of a concept extraction method, and mapping term sets to Wikipedia

articles is an example of a concept aggregation method.

4.3 System

Our system is designed to facilitate experimentation with di�erent methods for

detecting trending concepts on Twitter. To that end, the system de�nes interchange-
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able components that work together to achieve this goal. Social media documents and

(optionally) a dictionary or thesaurus are the system's inputs; the system outputs

trends supported by the input documents. The system consists of three primary

components:

• A concept extraction method responsible for identifying any concepts (e.g.,

�sneezing�) expressed in a social media document (e.g., a tweet). Concept extrac-

tion methods may use a dictionary to determine what concepts should be

detected.

• A concept aggregation method responsible for identifying the possible presence

of trend-level concepts based on the concepts identi�ed by the concept extrac-

tion method. Concept aggregation methods may use a thesaurus to determine

when two concepts are equivalent (e.g., �alopecia� and �hair loss�).

• A trend detection method responsible to determine when, if ever, the trend-

level concepts returned by the concept aggregation method are trending (e.g.,

�allergies�).

4.3.1 Concept Aggregation

Overview

After a document's concepts have been extracted with a concept extraction method

(Chapter 3), the concept aggregation method attempts to map each concept with one

or more trend-level concepts that it may be related to. The trend detection compo-

nent's task is to identify trends in trend-level concepts, so the concept aggregation

method should output concepts at the level of granularity desired for trends. The term

trend-level concept is intentionally vague, as the type of concept being mapped to is
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speci�c to the use case. For health-related trends, the concept aggregation method

might map a collection of symptoms (e.g., �itchy eyes� and �cough�) to one or more

health conditions associated with the symptoms (�allergies�), which correspond to

trend-level concepts.

The concept aggregation method's output may di�erentiate between mentions of

a health condition and mentions of a concept that may be a symptom of a health

condition. This allows the trend detection method to weight mentions of a health

condition (e.g., �allergies�) more highly than mentions of a symptom (e.g., �itchy

eyes,� which may be a symptom of �allergies� and, thus, could be labeled �allergies

symptom� by the concept aggregation method).

In some domains the concept aggregation component might simply map synony-

mous concepts to a canonical concept (e.g., mapping ��u� to �in�uenza� or mapping

di�erent forms of a celebrity's name to the same term).

Methods

Many concept aggregation methods have been proposed in various domains. As part

of a previous system for detecting health-related trends, we used information retrieval

methods to match concepts (e.g., �itchy eyes� and �sneezing�) against health-related

Wikipedia articles describing the condition they may be symptoms of (e.g., �allergies�)

[71].

Concept aggregation can be viewed as a disambiguation task in which concepts

are disambiguated by being associated with Wikipedia pages (i.e., �Wiki�cation�).

Many Wiki�cation methods have been proposed. Han and Zhao considers a semantic

network derived from Wikipedia when calculating similarity. Ratinov et al. propose a

system that considers both local and global disambiguation factors when performing

Wiki�cation. Cheng and Roth improve Wiki�cation's performance by considering
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the relations between concepts. Finally, Spitkovsky and Chang use the conditional

probabilities of terms inWikipedia pages' anchor text to associate text withWikipedia

articles.

Alternatively, a domain-speci�c ontology such as the Uni�ed Medical Language

System's semantic network [10] may be used in place of Wikipedia-based methods.

Similarly, a thesaurus look-up method can be used to map synonymous concepts; the

thesaurus look-up method takes a thesaurus as input and maps each concept to one

or more matching entries in the thesaurus.

4.3.2 Trend Detection

Overview

After each tweet is associated with zero or more trend-level concepts, the trend detec-

tion method is responsible for identifying health topics that are occurring more often

than usual (i.e., trending) within a time period. For example, a system might detect

an increased incidence of allergies between March and June 2010, and an increased

incidence of the �u between September 2009 and May 2010. These dates correspond

with seasonal allergies and �u season, respectively. The trend detection method may

take a unit of time to consider as a parameter (i.e., daily or weekly trends) or the

unit of time may be determined by the method.

The trend detection method outputs a list of time periods each topic is trending

and the trend strength associated with each time period. The trend detection method

is responsible for choosing granularity of the time periods. Similarly, the trends' level

of granularity is speci�c to the method used; continuous strengths are the most infor-

mative, but a method could output a boolean strength if desired (i.e., mark each time

period as �trending� or �not trending�).
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Methods

Many trend detection methods exist. [71] determine whether a concept is trending by

comparing the concept's frequency between two time periods. Fisichella et al. propose

a formula for identifying �bursty periods� (i.e., periods during which a concept is

trending). Ihler et al. use a Poisson process model to detect events. Alternatively, a

method might simply aggregate social media posts by a speci�ed time period (e.g.,

daily, weekly, or monthly).

4.4 Experiments

To illustrate the utility and �exibility of our system, we compare health trends

detected using a variety of di�erent components on a Twitter corpus (described in

section 4.4.2). We use the term sets [71] or sliding window [56] methods to perform

concept extraction, a Wikipedia-based [71] or thesaurus lookup concept aggregation

method, and weekly or monthly trend aggregation. The health-related thesaurus that

we use with the components that require a dictionary or thesaurus is described in sec-

tion 4.4.1. It is often di�cult to determine how accurate a detected trend is because

of the lack of detailed data about the trending concept's actual incidence. For this

reason we focus on two trends that are easier to validate: seasonal allergies and the �u.

We investigate the di�erences in trends detected for these concepts when the concept

extraction, concept aggregation, and trend detection components are varied.

4.4.1 Thesaurus

We use the MedSyn thesaurus [97] with the components that require a dictionary

or thesaurus. MedSyn is derived from UMLS, the Uni�ed Medical Language System

[10]; it eliminates many concepts in UMLS that are only tangentially health-related.
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MedSyn consists of both lay terms (e.g., �joint pain�) and expert medical terms (e.g.,

�arthralgia�) related to medical symptoms, common conditions, and adverse drug

reactions (e.g., �sore throat,� ��u,� �hair loss�).

4.4.2 Corpus

Our Twitter corpus consists of health-related tweets extracted from tweets collected

from the public Twitter API feed between June 2009 and November 2010. We use

only health-related tweets because one of our concept extraction methods [71] does not

perform any �ltering; it requires health-related tweets as input. The Sliding Window

concept extraction method does not require its input to be health-related because it

uses a dictionary to identify health-related concepts. The tweets in our corpus were

�ltered using the �ltering methodology and SVM described in Paul and Dredze, which

reduced the corpus from 2 billion tweets to 1.6 million health-related tweets.

4.4.3 Allergies

We �rst investigate trends related to the �Allergy� concept, which should be less

prevalent during the winter when less pollen is in the air. The trends detected by two

method con�gurations on a monthly basis are shown in Figure 4.1. The y-axis shows

the strength of the detected trend normalized by the maximum strength returned by

each con�guration. The concept extraction and concept aggregation method con�g-

urations that are not shown (i.e., Term Sets + Wiki and Term Sets + Thesaurus)

behaved similarly to Sliding Window + Thesaurus. All four con�gurations show a

decline in winter 2009 before peaking in May 2010; Sliding Window + Wiki declines

less in the winter, however, and stays at roughly the same level for much of the time

between September 2009 and March 2010. Furthermore, all four con�gurations detect

a similar increase in October 2010, but show di�erent declines in October 2009. The
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Figure 4.1: Trends related to the �Allergy� concept by month. Both method con�gu-
rations exhibit similar behavior in summer 2010, but show di�erent declines in winter
2009.
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Figure 4.2: Trends related to the �Allergy� concept identi�ed by week. While both
con�gurations exhibited similar monthly trends over summer 2010, the weekly trends
di�er.
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trends detected on a weekly basis are shown in Figure 4.2. While both method con-

�gurations exhibited similar behavior over summer 2010 when viewed at the month

level, they di�er in June 2010 when viewed at the week level. It is impossible to

determine which con�guration is more accurate without more detailed information

on the actual incidence of seasonal allergies in 2009-2010, but this result illustrates

our framework's utility as a tool for hypothesis generation.

4.4.4 Flu

The seasonal �u is a useful benchmark for health-related trend detection methods

because �u incidence data are available from several sources, such as from Google Flu

Trends [35] and the US Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). Existing

public health surveillance systems such as HealthMap [16], a system that monitors

reports of disease outbreaks, also often have �u incidence data. To investigate how

closely the di�erent method con�gurations match Google Flu Trends, we detect trends

related to the �In�uenza� concept and compare them to Google Flu Trends. The trends

detected by our method con�gurations are shown in Figure 4.3; the trends detected by

Google Flu Trends are shown in Figure 4.4. The Sliding Window + Wiki con�guration

di�ers substantially from both the three other con�gurations and Google Flu Trends,

indicating that this method con�guration is a poor indicator of the seasonal �u. Both

Google Flu Trends and the three similar con�gurations peak around October 2009,

which suggests these three con�gurations are correctly identifying seasonal �u trends.

Term Sets + Wiki and Term Sets + Thesaurus behave almost identically, illustrating

that the Wiki and Thesaurus concept aggregation methods are almost equivalent in

this case. These two con�gurations di�er slightly from Sliding Window + Thesaurus,

but exhibit the same general trends.
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Figure 4.3: Trends related to the �In�uenza� concept identi�ed using monthly trend
detection. Three of the four con�gurations exhibit similar behavior, but all vary
slightly.

While three of our con�gurations detected similar trends to Google Flu Trends,

our con�gurations appear to detect a spike in November 2009, whereas Google Flu

Trends' spike appears to be in late October 2009. We identi�ed �u trends at a weekly

level to investigate this discrepancy (shown in Figure 4.5). When our con�gurations'

trends are viewed at the weekly level, the three similar con�gurations spike in late

November 2009; this di�ers from the trend identi�ed by Google Flu Trends, which

begins to decline in early November 2009.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter we described a system for detecting real world trends. This system

consists of three independent components that perform concept extraction, concept

aggregation, and trend detection. Our results in section 4.4 illustrate that, while a
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Figure 4.4: Estimated weekly �u cases for the United States in June 2009 � November
2010. Data Source: Google Flu Trends (http: // www. google. org/ flutrends )
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Figure 4.5: Trends related to the �In�uenza� concept identi�ed using weekly trend
detection. Three of the method con�gurations spike in late November 2009, whereas
Google Flu Trends spikes in late October 2009.
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component can perform its task using many di�erent methods, it is often di�cult to

compare a method's performance against real world health trends.
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Chapter 5

Influence of the News Cycle

5.1 Background

Much work has studied the problem of using social media (e.g., tweets) andWeb search

engine logs to predict real-world outcomes in applications such as consumer behavior

[37], election results [92], public opinion [68], movie box o�ce revenues [5, 64, 69], and

the prevalence of in�uenza-like illnesses (ILI) in a geographic area [1, 27, 31, 73, 79,

87]. Previous work did not attempt to explicitly model the news cycle's in�uence on

the user activity being measured (e.g., Web searches or tweets posted), yet research

has suggested that the news cycle can cause such estimates to be inaccurate by causing

a �celebrity e�ect� where users search or post about topics currently being covered

by the news. [26, 79]

A sudden increase in ILI is often accompanied by an increase in news stories

covering ILI, for example, which may in turn increase the amount of social media

activity containing terms related to ILI. This increase in activity can lead to errors

in ILI prevalence estimates, as happened in February 2013 when Google Flu Trends'

prevalence estimates were much higher than the actual prevalence of ILI [54].

We propose a methodology for estimating the number of tweets posted in response

to the news cycle, and show that a relationship exists between the number of tweets

written and the number of news articles published about an event. In this chapter we:

(1) propose a method for estimating the number of news-related tweets posted about
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Event Name Days
News Data

Articles Mean Max σ
BP Oil Spill 44 879 20.0 46 12.6
Yosemite Hantavirus 79 63 0.8 7 1.6
2012 Meningitis Outbreak 182 314 1.7 10 2.4
Hurricane Sandy 284 1433 5.1 126 12.8
Boston Marathon Bombing 89 1513 17.0 127 28.5
2010 Haiti Earthquake 69 978 14.2 88 19.6
2013 Midwest Tornadoes 42 575 13.7 116 23.0
Sandy Hook Shooting 242 2352 9.7 154 18.3

Table 5.1: News summary statistics for the events included in our ground truth. Mean
and max numbers are the number of articles per day. Days is the event's duration in
both the news and Twitter data.

an event, (2) propose a method for creating an appropriate ground truth consisting

of news-related tweets about an event, and (3) conduct an evaluation of how well our

method can estimate the number of tweets posted in response to the news cycle (i.e.,

news-related tweets).

5.2 Methodology

Our goal is to predict the number of news-related tweets that will be posted about

an event on a given day (i.e., the number of tweets that are posted in response to

the news cycle). We create a ground truth consisting predominantly of news-related

tweets by carefully choosing events with little Twitter activity before the events are

covered by the news. Using features derived from the news cycle, we train a regression

model to estimate how many tweets will be posted on a day d based on the news cycle

leading up to day d.
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Event Name
Twitter Data

ρ
Tweets Mean Max σ

BP Oil Spill 42695 970.3 3911 863.5 0.60
Yosemite Hantavirus 518 6.6 87 15.8 0.47
2012 Meningitis Outbreak 2874 15.8 120 24.3 0.46
Hurricane Sandy 46505 163.8 11622 898.0 0.63
Boston Marathon Bombing 13875 155.9 3341 489.3 0.95
2010 Haiti Earthquake 26896 389.8 6284 962.1 0.86
2013 Midwest Tornadoes 35828 853.1 10364 1690.56 0.79
Sandy Hook Shooting 67248 277.9 8276 914.4 0.50

Table 5.2: Twitter summary statistics for the events included in our ground truth.
Mean and max numbers are the number of tweets per day. Spearman's ρ is calculated
between the number of articles posted and the number of tweets posted on each day.

5.2.1 Ground Truth

We create our ground truth by identifying news stories and tweets about �news-

centric events,� which are events characterized by a stable amount of low Twitter

activity before news coverage begins and after news coverage ends. That is, the vast

majority of tweets about news-centric events must be caused by the news coverage

itself. Furthermore, the number of people these events a�ect directly should be small

so that only an insigni�cant number of people are in a position to post tweets that

are not a response to news coverage. News-centric events are by de�nition essentially

absent from Twitter until the events take place. Natural disasters, murders, and unex-

pected disease outbreaks with a low prevalence (e.g., meningitis) are examples of such

events; many people may tweet in response to such an event, but only a small number

of people experienced the actual event.
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Event Name
NRMSE

n = 10% n = 20% n = 30% n = 40% n = 50%
BP Oil Spill 0.314 0.332 0.185 0.197 0.232
Yosemite Hantavirus 0.206 0.213 0.182 0.040 0.036
2012 Meningitis Outbreak 0.226 0.185 0.119 0.094 0.095
Hurricane Sandy 0.083 0.061 0.017 0.012 0.008
Boston Marathon Bombing 0.161 0.171 0.183 0.157 0.045
2010 Haiti Earthquake 0.173 0.101 0.061 0.042 0.040
2013 Midwest Tornadoes 0.221 0.203 0.202 0.233 0.138
Sandy Hook Shooting 0.120 0.128 0.132 0.127 0.073

Table 5.3: The NRMSE for each event trained using up to n = 50% of the event. For
most events accuracy improves signi�cantly as more data are added, with an average
NRMSE of approximately 0.08 at n = 50%.

We utilized Pearson Education's Information Please [77], an annual almanac,

to identify news-centric events and retrieved related news articles from a variety

of US news agencies' websites1. Using historical tweets collected from Twitter's 1%

Streaming API, we identi�ed tweets related to the events by manually choosing high-

precision keywords that characterized the events, such as the names of the bombers

in the case of the Boston Marathon Bombing event. We excluded any event that did

not have signi�cant Twitter activity, was not associated with high-precision keywords

that could be used to identify tweets related to the event, or was an event that could

be anticipated far in advance (e.g., seasonal in�uenza outbreaks). The list of events

chosen and their keywords are available on the authors' website.2

Our high-precision keyword approach di�ers from recall-oriented prior work [36].

Rather than attempting to identify all tweets about an event, we attempt to identify

1ABC News, CBS News, CNN, Fox News, The Hu�ngton Post, NBC News, and NPR
2http://ir.cs.georgetown.edu/data/news_icwsm16
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high-precision keywords that characterize the event by identifying keywords that are

(1) unlikely to refer to any other simultaneous event and (2) likely to remain relevant

for the majority of the event. While our approach does not include all tweets related

to each event, we note that relative di�erences in di�erent days' tweet counts are

more important to our model than absolute counts.

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the names, durations, news data, and Twitter data for the

events included in our ground truth. The events vary greatly in terms of both dura-

tion and magnitude, from 63 news articles and 518 tweets about the 2012 Yosemite

Hantavirus outbreak to 2,352 news articles and over 67,000 tweets about the Sandy

Hook Shooting. Event durations were determined by considering the activity sur-

rounding each event; Hurricane Sandy, for example, was mentioned in tweets and

in news articles some time after the hurricane had passed (e.g., in the contexts of

recovery progress and storm protection plans). While all events exhibit a positive

rank correlation between the number of news articles published and the number of

tweets authored, the magnitude of the correlations vary greatly across events, ranging

from ρ = 0.46 to ρ = 0.95.

5.2.2 Model

We trained a regression model to predict the number of tweets posted on a day d using

features calculated over rolling periods of time at least one day prior to d. We settled

on using an ε-SVR (Support Vector Regression) as implemented by scikit-learn3 with

the default parameter values of C = 1.0 and ε = 0.1.

We derive features from news articles about the target event. While we exper-

imented with also including tweet features (e.g., the number of tweets posted per

3http://scikit-learn.org
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Figure 5.1: The mean normalized root-mean-square error across all events. The mean
NRMSE continuously decreases as the model is trained on more data, but performs
reasonably well when only the �rst 20% or 30% of an event is used. Lower NRMSEs
are correlated with more news articles and tweets about an event.
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Figure 5.2: Prediction performance on the BP Oil Spill when the �rst 30% of the
event is used as training data. Predictions follow the general trend of the observed
tweets, but increase during a downward trend in early May and underestimate the
Twitter activity in late May.
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Figure 5.3: Prediction performance on the BP Oil Spill when the �rst 40% of the event
is used as training data. Predictions are still substantially below the actual number
of tweets posted in late May.

day, the sentiment and sentiment strength of tweets, etc.), such features did not sig-

ni�cantly improve our model's performance. More importantly, using such features

con�icts with the future goal of estimating the number of tweets posted in response

to news about non-news-centric events (e.g., in�uenza-like illnesses), because in the

case of such events we cannot know which tweets are news-related. Our ground truth

events are speci�cally chosen to be news-centric events where we can safely assume

that all tweets are news-related.

For each day d we incorporated the following features derived from news articles:

(1) the total number of news articles published about the event on day d; (2) the

maximum, minimum, mean, median, mode, and standard deviation of the number

of news articles published about the event over a n-day rolling window ending on
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day d; (3) the overall sentiment polarity of news articles published about the event

on day d (as determined by SentiWordNet [6]); and (4) the maximum, minimum,

mean, median, mode, and standard deviation of the overall sentiment polarity of

news articles published about the event over a n-day rolling window ending on day d.

These features are based on the hypotheses that (1) there is a relationship between

the amount of news coverage of a news-centric event and the number of tweets written

about the event (as is illustrated by the correlations in Table 5.1), and (2) the senti-

ment in news articles in�uences how much people tweet about the event. We experi-

mented with using the di�erent feature types in isolation, and found that including the

sentiment features lowered our mean error by approximately 3%. While it is unlikely

that all of the summary statistics generated over rolling windows (maximum, min-

imum, mean, etc.) are equally important, the regularization performed by the ε-SVR

makes it unnecessary to manually select a subset of the features to utilize. We experi-

mented empirically with di�erent rolling window lengths and settled on 5-day rolling

windows (i.e., n = 5).

5.3 Experiments

To evaluate how well our model was able to predict future news-related activity

using features derived from the news cycle (i.e., the number and sentiment polarity

of articles published on the target day and over a rolling window), we trained our

model on the �rst n% of days for each event and tested the model on the remaining

(100−n)% of days. We used NRMSE (normalized root-mean-square error) to calculate

the normalized di�erence between the number of news-related tweets we predicted and

the number of news-related tweets in our ground truth.
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Our results as n varies are shown in Table 5.3. Using only the activity from the

�rst 20% of an event, we are able to estimate the amount of news-related tweets with

a NRMSE below 0.2 for most events. The events' NRMSE's are strongly correlated

with the events' metadata when n = 30%. Spearman's ρ between the NRMSEs and

total number of tweets is 0.82; similarly, the correlation between the NRMSEs and the

total number of news articles is 0.61. These correlations do not hold true when less

training data are used, however, with respective correlations of 0.35 and 0.09 when

n = 20%. Both correlations are similarly low when n = 10%. Both correlations are

strong when n = 40% and n = 50%, as they were when n = 30%.

The NRMSEs decline further with more data, but the value of predicting activity

may also decline as an event continues. The mean NRMSE across all events is shown

in Figure 5.1. The mean NRMSE drops below 0.15 once 30% of the data are used and

continues to decline as additional training data are added.

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 illustrate the model's predictions on the BP Oil Spill event

when moving from using 30% to 40% of the event's training data, respectively. Solid

lines indicate actual tweet counts and the dotted lines indicate the model's predictions.

In both cases the model follows the trend of the event, but fails to correctly estimate

the magnitude of the increase in activity in late May. The models' predictions for

other time periods are reasonably accurate, however, and in both cases the NRMSE

remains under 0.20. The model's tweet underestimation can be partially attributed

to the fact that news article counts are always relatively low, which makes it di�cult

to estimate how high a spike in Twitter activity should be. In the case of the BP Oil

Spill, the model performed poorly as new developments continued to unfold in late

May (e.g., commentators suggested the extent of the spill was greater than previously

believed and discussed methods for plugging the well). Such developments could be
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captured by features designed to measure the novelty of new news articles, but we

leave incorporating such features into our model as future work.

5.4 Summary

We described �news-centric events� (i.e., events for which the vast majority of tweets

are posted in response to news articles) and proposed a method for predicting the

number of tweets posted about such events (i.e., �news-related tweets�) based only on

the news articles published about the event. Our model's accuracy shows that, for

news-centric events, a relationship exists between the tweets and news articles written

about an event. Many events of interest cannot be classi�ed as �news-centric events,�

however, and how strongly this relationship holds for other types of events is an open

question.
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Chapter 6

Learning Relationships Between Drug, Symptom, and Condition

Mentions

6.1 Background

Social media data are subject to many biases, and sampled data sources such as

Twitter's streaming API compound the problem. There is no guarantee that users

will mention all details that are relevant to the mining task being performed, and

even when users do provide complete information, the public Twitter API's sampling

may prevent all of the tweets containing relevant information from being collected.

This is especially problematic for text mining tasks that must consider multiple tweets

made by the same user, because it is unlikely for a signi�cant fraction of a user's tweets

to appear in the public Twitter API's 1% sample.

We reduce the di�culty of mining health-related data with incomplete information

by modeling the relationships between drugs, symptoms, and medical conditions. If

a user mentions su�ering from a medical condition and experiencing a symptom, for

example, the symptom may be caused by the medical condition or it may be caused

by an unmentioned drug the user is taking. Our model addresses this problem by

assessing the probability that a user who mentioned a condition and symptom is

also associated with an unmentioned drug. Similarly, we demonstrate how our model

estimates the similarity between drugs, symptoms, and conditions and determines
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whether symptom mentions are more likely to be associated with a condition mention

or with a drug mention (i.e., drug side e�ects).

This chapter's contributions are:

• a methodology for modeling the relationships between mentions of symptoms,

drugs, and medical conditions in social media

• applications of our methodology to the tasks of

� identifying pairwise associations between drugs, symptoms, and conditions

� computing the similarity between drugs, between symptoms, and between

conditions based on their associated drugs, conditions, or `symptoms

� determining whether symptom mentions are more likely to be associated

with an underlying medical conditions or with a drug (i.e., drug side e�ects)

• explorations of how our methodology performs at these tasks (i.e., estimating

drug, symptom, and condition associations; determining whether drug brand

names and generic names are equivalent; and determining whether symptoms

are related to a condition or to a drug)

6.2 Related Work

Many have considered the problem of modeling health-related latent topics in social

media. Chen et al.[19] use a temporal topic model to model users' �u infection sta-

tuses (i.e., healthy, exposed, or infected) over time based on the users' tweets. Paul

and Dredze[73] propose the Ailment Topic Aspect Model (ATAM+) to associate

treatment, symptom, and general terms with latent ailment topics. Similarly, Paul

and Dredze propose the factorial LDA topic model [74], which is capable of modeling

topics along multiple dimensions (i.e., over several factors). They later use it to model
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drugs, their routes of administration, and general related aspects [75]. While our goal

of learning the associations between drug, symptom, and condition mentions is similar

to modeling health-related topics, we di�er in that we do not try to discover latent

topics. We use concept extraction and medical thesauri to identify mentions rather

than training a topic model to discover topics (i.e., term categories).

Our method is intended for use with existing knowledgebases, such as the Uni-

�ed Medical Language System [10], that provide metadata (e.g., a drug's known side

e�ects) that can be linked to the drug, symptom, and condition terms in our thesauri.

We envision our model as augmenting health-related mining tasks such as discovering

drug side e�ects or estimating the prevalence of a disease. Drug, symptom, and con-

dition similarity scores could be used to help identify terms that are synonymous

or that belong to similar classes. Drug-symptom and condition-symptom conditional

probabilities could be used to identify symptoms associated with an unmentioned

underlying condition (e.g., depression), or to quantify the likelihood that an unex-

pected drug side e�ect is actually a symptom of an unmentioned underlying condition.

Similarly, when an underlying condition is mentioned, our model can help determine

whether mentioned symptoms are more strongly associated with a drug or with an

underlying condition.

6.3 Methodology

We model relationships between symptoms, drugs, and medical condition mentions

in tweets as a Bayesian network. A user's medical conditions determine what drugs

the user takes. The user's conditions and drugs determine what symptoms the user

experiences; a symptom may be caused by the condition or it may be a side e�ect of a

drug the user is taking. We compute a joint probability distribution over symptoms,
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drugs, and conditions and use it to compute conditional probability distributions

among them. We identify symptoms, drugs, and conditions in tweets using the CRF

method described in [100].

Let S be a random variable over all symptoms, D be a random variable over

all drugs, and C be a random variable over all conditions. Let CountS,D,C;U be the

number of times S, D, and C are mentioned by the Twitter user U during a d-

day window. We use nil values in cases where a d-day window contains only one or

two types of random variable; that is, if a user mentions one or more symptoms or

conditions during a window but does not mention any drugs, we set D = ∅ for that

window. We set d = 7 in our experiments. The joint probability mass function is:

Pr(S,D,C) =

∑
U∈usersCountS,D,C;U∑

S,D,C,U∈usersCountS,D,C;U
(6.1)

Conditional probabilities between any two of the random variables are then

computed by marginalizing out the third variable. The conditional probability of

extracting the symptom S given a drug D, for example, is:

Pr(S|D) =
Pr(S,D)

Pr(D)
=

∑
C Pr(S,D,C)∑
C,S Pr(S,D,C)

(6.2)

Conditional probability distributions can be inspected to identify associations

between symptoms, drugs, and conditions. The Kullback�Leibler divergence between

distributions can be used to compare the similarity of random variables, such as

comparing the similarity of symptoms associated with two drugs D1 and D2:

DKL(Pr(S|D1)||Pr(S|D2)) (6.3)

Finally, we can identify symptoms that are either more highly associated with a

condition than a drug (i.e., are symptoms of the condition) or more highly associated
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with a drug than a condition (i.e., are drug side e�ects) by taking the di�erence of

the given drug's and condition's conditional probabilities:

Pr(S|D1)− Pr(S|C1) (6.4)

6.4 Dataset

Our dataset consists of a thesauri containing symptom, drug, and condition terms

and a Twitter corpus collected between November 2013 and November 2015. Rather

than using Twitter's streaming 1% sample API, we used Twitter's statuses/filter

API and queried for tweets geolocated within the United States and Canada to

maximize our per-user coverage. Rather than using Twitter's streaming sample API

(statuses/sample), which returns approximately 1% of all public tweets1, we used

Twitter's statuses/filter API, which returns up to 1% of all public tweets matching

a query. We queried for tweets geolocated within the United States and Canada to

maximize our per-user coverage; Morstatter et al.[65] report that 1.4% of public tweets

are geotagged, so the majority of each user's tweets should be included in the 1% of

public tweets returned by our query.

Our Twitter corpus contains approximately 1.5 billion tweets written by 11 mil-

lion users, of which about 18 million (1.2%) tweets contained a term from our �nal

thesauri (i.e., were health-related tweets). Most health-related tweets mentioned at

least one symptom (57%) or condition (37%), with only 7.6% of health-related tweets

mentioning a drug. Similarly, users were more likely to repeatedly tweet about symp-

toms or conditions than they were to repeatedly tweet about drugs (i.e., 4.77 and

3.85 tweets per user vs. 2.19 tweets per user, respectively).

1https://twittercommunity.com/t/potential-adjustments-to-streaming-api-sample-
volumes/31628
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We use the SIDER [51] drug database to identify drug terms in our corpus. We use

the MedSyn thesaurus [97], a thesaurus containing both lay person and expert ter-

minology derived from the Uni�ed Medical Language System [10], to identify health-

related terms that may express symptom or condition concepts. Additionally, we

manually veri�ed every symptom, drug, and condition term that occurred at least

400 times in our corpus and removed ambiguous terms from our thesauri. MedSyn's

synonym groups indicate when di�erent terms are equivalent. MedSyn does not cate-

gorize terms as medical conditions or symptoms, however, so we manually categorized

every synonym group that occurred at least 50 times in our Twitter corpus. Addition-

ally, we manually veri�ed every symptom, drug, and condition term that occurred at

least 400 times in our corpus and removed ambiguous terms from our thesauri. We

tokenized our Twitter corpus and thesauri with a variant2 of the twokenizer tweet tok-

enizer; the tokenizer was modi�ed to tokenize any phrases appearing in our thesauri

as single terms (e.g., sore throat and seeing double).

6.5 Experiments

We train our model on our Twitter corpus and use our model to investigate three

types of questions:

1. Given that we extracted a mention of a drug, symptom, or condition, what

drugs, symptoms, or conditions are likely to be mentioned by the user?

2. How similar are:

(a) the symptoms associated with two given drugs?

(b) the conditions associated with two given drugs?

2https://github.com/myleott/ark-twokenize-py
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Allergies Breast cancer Flu Stroke

Sym.

drowsy (.24) tumor (.09) cough (.05) confused (.06)
migraine (.04) nasal polyps (.03) fever (.05) sleepy (.05)
headache (.04) polyps (.03) confused (.05) shoulder pain (.05)
confused (.04) confused (.03) throw up (.04) headache (.05)
sleepy (.03) swelling (.03) headache (.04) throw up (.04)
sneeze (.03) headache (.02) sleepy (.03) pass out (.02)
swollen (.02) lose weight (.02) asthma (.03) feel sick (.02)
asthma (.02) fever (.02) feel sick (.02) cough (.02)
cough (.02) sleepy (.02) pass out (.02) shaking (.02)
throw up (.02) swollen (.02) migraine (.02) hemorrhage (.02)

zyrtec (.16) alcohol (.14) alcohol (.14) alcohol (.13)

Drugs

alcohol (.14) cocaine (.05) cocaine (.06) aota (.10)
adderall (.03) tamoxifen (.03) prozac (.03) cocaine (.05)
cocaine (.03) aspirin (.02) tylenol (.03) zofran (.05)
prednisone (.03) testosterone (.02) dopamine (.02) testosterone (.04)
benadryl (.02) histamine (.02) adderall (.02) actos (.02)
morphine (.02) amoxicillin (.02) prednisone (.02) adderall (.02)
imitrex (.02) metformin (.01) viagra (.02) risperdal (.01)
valium (.01) clarithromycin (.01) risperdal (.02) viagra (.01)
histamine (.01) vitamin c (.01) benadryl (.02) codeine (.01)

Table 6.1: The symptoms and drugs most strongly associated with four common
conditions. Many symptoms (e.g., migraine, headache, sneeze, etc.) and drugs (e.g.,
zyrtec, prednisone, benadryl) are correctly associated with allergy condition. The
other conditions are correctly associated with many symptoms, but not with many
drugs.

(c) the symptoms associated with two given conditions?

3. Which symptoms are more closely associated with a drug than with the condi-

tion the drug is being taken to treat?
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Ace. Advil Aleve Aspirin Ibu. Nap. Tylenol
(Tylenol) (Ibu.) (Nap.) (no equivalent) (Advil) (Aleve) (Ace.)

Ace. - 3.46 3.49 4.80 3.19 4.68 1.77
Advil 3.46 - 0.66 3.94 0.32 1.11 1.81
Aleve 3.49 0.66 - 4.91 0.54 2.03 2.44
Aspirin 4.80 3.94 4.91 - 4.23 5.24 2.90
Ibu. 3.19 0.32 0.54 4.23 - 1.37 1.84
Nap. 4.68 1.11 2.04 5.24 1.37 - 3.33
Tylenol 1.77 1.81 2.44 2.90 1.84 3.33 -

Table 6.2: KL divergences between nonsteroidal anti-in�ammatory drugs derived from
drug-symptom distributions. Lower numbers indicate a higher similarity. Each drug's
brand name and generic name was treated as a unique drug for the purpose of evalu-
ating the drug similarities. Our model correctly identi�es Acetaminophen and Tylenol
and Ibuprofen and Advil as similar drugs, but fails to identify Naproxen and Aleve as
being similar. The relative results do not change when drug-condition distributions
are instead used to compute the similarity.

6.5.1 Drug, symptom, and condition associations

To evaluate how well we learn associations between drugs, symptoms, and condi-

tions, we compute the conditional probability (Eq. 6.2) of symptoms given NSAIDs

(nonsteroidal anti-in�ammatory drugs), which are a common class of over-the-counter

painkilling drugs (i.e., Pr(S|D)). The top ten symptoms associated with each drug

are:

Advil headache (0.11), confused (0.08), sleepy (0.07), throw up (0.06), pass out

(0.04), cough, cramps, feel sick, hangover & fever (0.03)

Aleve headache (0.10), sleepy (0.06), confused (0.06), gnecomastia (0.04), cramps

(0.04), throw up (0.04), feel sick (0.03), ache (0.03), fever (0.03) & cough (0.02)
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D=Prednisone, C=Allergies D=Lipitor, C=Diabetes

D

migraine (.15) headache (.05)
swollen (.05) stomach ache (.02)
feel sick (.05) migraine (.02)
mood swings (.02) liver damage (.02)
shaking (.02) deep vein thromb. (.02)
wheezing (.02) pulmonary emb. (.02)
swelling (.02) blood clot (.02)
exhausted (.01) gain weight (.01)
asthma attack (.01) muscle soreness (.01)
throw up (.01) suicidal th. (.01)

C

drowsy (.24) high BP (.02)
sneeze (.02) confused (.01)
headache (.02) lose weight (.01)
cough (.02) cough (.01)
polyps (.02) asthma (.01)
hangover (.01) sleepy (.01)
tumor (.01) pass out (.01)
sleepy (.01) exhausted (.00)
fever (.01) throw up (.00)
runny nose (.01) feel sick (.00)

D=Prozac, C=Depression D=Zoloft, C=Depression D=Paxil, C=Depression

D

caries (.06) pulmonary emb. (.03) high BP (.08)
high BP (.05) embolism (.03) suicidal th. (.06)
suicidal th. (.04) gynecomastia (.03) clubfoot (.06)
tooth decay (.04) deep vein thromb. (.03) gain weight (.06)
gain weight (.03) sneeze (.03) tooth decay (.04)
clubfoot (.02) tumor (.02) caries (.03)
irritability (.02) suicidal th. (.01) urinary incont. (.03)
low testosterone (.02) high BP (.01) incont. (.03)
irritable bowel (.02) blood clot (.01) diarrhea (.02)
in�ammation (.02) vein thromb. (.01) irritability (.02)

C

confused (.06) sleepy (.03) confused (.06)
sleepy (.04) confused (.03) sleepy (.05)
throw up (.03) lose weight (.02) throw up (.03)
cough (.03) pass out (.02) cough (.03)
pass out (.02) throw up (.02) pass out (.03)
headache (.02) exhausted (.01) headache (.02)
exhausted (.02) cough (.01) exhausted (.02)
shaking (.02) hangover (.01) shaking (.02)
lose weight (.02) cramps (.01) feel sick (.02)
cramps (.01) in�ammation (.01) lose weight (.01)

Table 6.3: Symptoms most strongly associated with drugs (D row) and conditions (C
row) for each drug and condition pair. Many drug side e�ects are correctly identi-
�ed (e.g., nausea with Prednisone, weight gain with Prozac and Paxil, etc.). Similarly,
there is high agreement among the conditions associated with depression with no more
than two entries di�ering between any pair. Note the following terms were abbrevi-
ated: embolism, high blood pressure, incontinence, suicidal thoughts, and thrombosis.
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Aspirin nasal polyps (0.08), polyps (0.08), tumor (0.05), swelling (0.05), swollen

(0.04), headache (0.03), salivary glands (0.03), runny nose (0.03), fever & apop-

tosis (0.02)

Tylenol asthma (0.06), headache (0.06), fever (0.04), confused (0.04), hard of

hearing, throw up, hearing loss, tumor, sleepy & migraine (0.03)

Symptoms that NSAIDs are commonly taken to relieve, such as headaches and fevers,

are associated with every drug. Symptoms of underlying conditions that NSAIDs do

not cause or treat also appear, however, such as cough, sleepy, and runny nose. This

illustrates that while conditional probability can be used to �nd associations between

drugs and symptoms, the association may be an indirect association that also involves

an underlying condition. We demonstrate in a later section that Eq. 6.4 can be used

to separate symptoms caused by an underlying condition from symptoms caused by

a drug (i.e., drug side e�ects).

Table 6.1 shows the symptoms and drugs most strongly associated with four

common conditions (i.e., those symptoms and drugs with the highest conditional

probabilities given one of the conditions). Many of the symptoms are clearly symp-

toms of the condition: migraine, headache, sneeze, swollen, and cough are symptoms

of allergies; tumors, polyps, and weight loss are symptoms of breast cancer, nausea

(feeling sick), fever, and headache are �u symptoms, and shoulder pain is commonly

associated with strokes. The relationships between conditions and drugs are less clear,

with alcohol, cocaine, and testosterone commonly appearing. Allergies are correctly

associated with allergy medications (i.e., zyrtec, prednisone, benadryl, and histamine),

however, as well as a drug that alleviates an allergy symptoms (imitrex). Tamoxifen,

one of the most common breast cancer drugs, ranks highly for the breast cancer con-

dition. Tylenol, which ranks highly for the �u, is not associated with �u treatment
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but is used to alleviate some �u symptoms. The model's di�culty identifying drugs

associated with breast cancer, the �u, and strokes may be caused by the fact that no

drugs are commonly taken for these conditions; the �u is a common condition with

no cure. Drugs are used in the treatment of breast cancer and strokes, but these are

relatively rare conditions so their associated drugs are less likely to be mentioned on

Twitter.

6.5.2 Similarities between drugs

To evaluate how well our model can be used to measure the similarity between two

drugs, we compute the KL divergence (Eq. 6.3) between NSAIDs (nonsteroidal anti-

in�ammatory drugs). NSAIDs are commonly referred to both by their brand names

and generic names, making them ideal for evaluating our drug-similarity metric. The

KL divergences between pairs of NSAIDs are shown in Table 6.2. The corresponding

brand name or generic name for each drug is shown in parentheses in the �rst column.

Lower numbers indicate higher degrees of similarity. KL divergence is not symmetric,

so we compare drugs D1 and D2 by taking the mean of the KL divergences of their

drug-symptom distributions. This approach can also be used to measure the similarity

between distributions conditioned on two conditions or two symptoms.

Our model correctly indicates that Ibuprofen is the most similar drug to Advil and

that Acetaminophen is the most similar drug to Tylenol. It incorrectly indicates that

Naproxen and Aleve are more similar to Ibuprofen and Advil than the two drugs are

to each other. This error may be caused by a much lower number of tweets mentioning

Aleve and Naproxen; these drug terms occur in our corpus approximately 20% and 8%

as often as the next most infrequent term (Acetaminophen), respectively. The relative

performance does not change if the KL divergences are computed over drug-condition

distributions instead of over drug-symptom distributions (i.e., Pr(C|D) instead of
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Pr(S|D)), which is surprising given that NSAIDs are more commonly associated with

symptom relief rather than with curing conditions. Tylenol's and Advil's generics are

correctly found to be the most similar to the brand names drugs as before. Aleve's

and Naproxen's most similar drugs are incorrectly found to be Advil and its generic

as before.

6.5.3 Condition symptoms vs. drug side effects

We evaluate how well our model can be used to distinguish symptoms caused by a

condition from symptoms caused by a drug (i.e., drug side e�ects) by comparing con-

ditional probabilities as shown in Eq. 6.4. The drugs and conditions to compare were

chosen by selecting the �ve most frequently occurring drugs with a clearly associated

condition; some drugs such as morphine, adderall, aspirin, and benadryl occurred

more frequently, but were not strongly associated with any condition (as determined

by PrC|D). Such drugs either belonged to more general classes of drugs that are

often used for symptom relief (i.e., NSAIDs and anti-histamines) or were drugs that

are known to be commonly abused (e.g., morphine, adderall, xanax, etc.). The top

�ve drugs and their associated conditions are: prednisone (allergies), lipitor (diabetes),

prozac (depression), zoloft (depression), and paxil (depression).

The top ten symptoms attributed to each drug and condition are shown in Table

6.3. Symptoms attributed to the drug are shown in the D rows (top half) and symp-

toms attributed to the condition are shown in the C rows (bottom half). The symp-

toms associated with depression (D=Prozac, D=Zoloft, and D=Paxil) are strikingly

similar, with only one entry di�ering between the Prozac and Paxil columns (i.e.,

cramps vs. feel sick) and two entries unique to the Zoloft column (i.e., hangover and

in�ammation). The symptoms associated with the drugs that treat depression are less

accurate, with several terms that do not appear to be related at all (e.g., clubfoot,
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sneeze, tumor, irritable bowel, etc.). The drug symptoms caries, tooth decay, weight

gain, incontinence, and diarrhea are known side e�ects.

Similarly, many of the symptoms associated with Prednisone (i.e., swelling, mood

changes, nausea, and exhaustion) and Lipitor (i.e., headache, migraine, weight gain,

muscle soreness, and stomach pain) are known side e�ects of those drugs. Many of the

symptoms associated with allergies are allergy symptoms, such as sneeze, headache,

cough, and runny nose, whereas fewer symptoms appear to be correctly associated

with diabetes (i.e., exhaustion, weight loss, and nausea). These results illustrate that

while we di�erentiate between symptoms caused by conditions and symptoms caused

by drugs (i.e., drug side e�ects), identifying causal relationships is di�cult and should

be handled with care.

6.6 Summary

We described a model for learning associations between mentions of drugs, symptoms,

and medical conditions in Twitter, and investigated its ability to (1) learn associations

between drugs, symptoms, and conditions, (2) to identify conditions or drugs that

are similar based on their associated symptoms, and (3) to di�erentiate between

symptoms caused by drugs (i.e., drug side e�ects) and symptoms caused by a condition

that a drug is being taken to treat.

We found that our approach is often able to correctly identify equivalent drugs

as similar and to correctly separate a condition's symptoms from drug side e�ects.

We envision incorporating our approach with health-related text mining systems to

improve their accuracy. Systems for discovering expected and unexpected drug side

e�ects could bene�t from our method for di�erentiating between conditions' symp-
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toms and drug side e�ects, for example, and our drug similarity and condition simi-

larity measures could be used to help identify drug and condition synonyms.
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Chapter 7

Impact of Twitter's Sampling

7.1 Background

Much work has focused on detecting health-related Twitter trends and, in particular,

trends related to the prevalence of In�uenza-like illnesses (ILI). Such trends are useful

because they can provide prevalence estimates more quickly than formal reporting

systems. The majority of trend detection research has been conducted on a 1% sample

of Twitter's public feed, however, and it is unclear whether this has biased evaluation

results. In this chapter we use a complete feed of all public tweets to investigate the

e�ects of using the 1% sample. We evaluate the performance of a trend detection

method using progressively larger sample sizes to characterize how large the sample

must be before evaluation results begin to converge.

We use CDC and GFT (Google Flu Trends) [35] ILI prevalence data to evaluate

how methods for detecting health-related Twitter trends [99] perform when used with

varying sample sizes. This chapter's contributions are an exploration of how sampling

a�ects �u detection, and health-trend detection in general, on Twitter; an analysis

of the degree to which inaccuracies introduced by sampling can be explained by the

number of tweets being analyzed; and suggestions for reducing the e�ects of sampling

when using a sampled Twitter feed.
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7.2 Related Work

Several researchers have investigated how Twitter chooses the tweets in its 1% sample.

Joseph et al.[44] investigate whether di�erent clients receive the same 1% samples.

They �nd that there is, on average, 96% overlap between the samples received by

di�erent clients. Twitter's documentation has since been updated to state that the

�Tweets returned by the default access level are the same, so if two di�erent clients

connect to this endpoint, they will see the same Tweets.�1. Kergl et al.[47] reverse

engineer the tweet IDs returned by Twitter's API, and discover that the IDs contain

a timestamp and information about the Twitter infrastructure that processed the

tweet. They determine that tweets are chosen for the 1% sample based on their

timestamp, with all tweets made in a speci�c 10ms interval of each second appearing

in the sample.

Ghosh et al.[34] explore the utility of sampling users rather than tweets. They iden-

tify 500,000 expert users, retrieve their tweets, and compare their tweets to Twitter's

1% sample. They �nd that the tweets from expert users contain less spam, cover a

wider range of topics, and report breaking news slightly faster than those tweets in

the 1% sample. They note that sampling users does not result in a representative

sample, however, and is thus not a replacement for sampling tweets directly.

Morstatter et al.[65] compare data from Twitter's Streaming API, which returns

tweets matching a query (e.g., keywords and geographic area) but is capped at 1% of

all tweets, to Twitter's Firehose API (i.e., all public tweets). They �nd that the two

APIs di�er in terms of their hashtag distribution, the topics detected in tweets, and

the social network structure. They also �nd that Twitter's 1% sample is similar to the

Firehose, however, indicating that most of the bias they observed is introduced by

1dev.twitter.com/streaming/reference/get/statuses/sample
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Fraction of tweets sampled
.005 .010 .015 .02 .05 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 1.0

Mean .09 .18 .22 .25 .33 .37 .40 .41 .42 .42 .43
Median .09 .17 .22 .24 .33 .36 .40 .40 .41 .42 .42
Top 25% .32 .42 .46 .49 .57 .61 .63 .64 .64 .65 .65
Top 10% .42 .54 .59 .62 .68 .71 .72 .73 .73 .73 .74

Table 7.1: The Pearson correlation between Google Flu Trends and Twitter ILI preva-
lence estimates at di�erent sampling levels. The .01 level corresponds to Twitter's
public 1% API. The mean correlation, median correlation, correlation when only the
top 25% of cities are considered, and correlation when only the top 10% of cities are
considered are shown.

the Streaming API. While the Streaming API is a useful tool for collecting all future

tweets matching a query, it does not return historical tweets and cannot be used as a

substitute for the Sampling API in all scenarios, such as for the real-time detection of

new topics. Morstatter et al.[66] further investigate the issue of bias in the Streaming

API. They �nd that the Sampling API can be used to identify periods during which

the Streaming API was biased, and they con�rm that the distribution of hashtags

in the Sampling API is similar to the hashtag distribution found in the Firehose.

Given that the Streaming API's bias appears to be correlated with the number of

tweets it returns, Sampson et al.[86] investigate methods for splitting the Streaming

API's query into multiple disjoint queries. By reducing the number of tweets returned

by each Streaming API query, they are able to reduce the API's bias. We focus on

randomly sampled tweets (i.e., tweets from the Sampling API or from a random

sampling of the Firehose) rather than on tweets that satisfy a query.
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Figure 7.1: Flu prevalence estimates from Twitter's full feed of public tweets using
an unsupervised method. Even when using an unsupervised method, the Twitter
prevalence estimates are strongly correlated with CDC data and Google Flu Trends
estimates, with Spearman's ρ = 0.79 for Google Flu Trends and ρ = 0.73 for the CDC
data.
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Figure 7.2: Correlation with Google Flu Trends for various cities as the Twitter sample
size increases from a 1% sample to the full feed. Every city's correlation sharply
increases until the sampling level reaches about 5%, at which point the correlations
begin to increase slowly.
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Fraction of tweets sampled
.005 .010 .015 .02 .05 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 1.0

Weekly mean .22 .42 .52 .59 .77 .87 .93 .96 .97 .98 1.0
Monthly mean .51 .64 .72 .77 .88 .94 .97 .98 .99 .99 1.0
Weekly mean (US) .98 .99 .99 .99 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Monthly mean (US) .99 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Table 7.2: The fraction of the maximum correlation between Google Flu Trends and
Twitter ILI prevalence estimates at di�erent sampling levels and at di�erent aggre-
gation levels (i.e., by week and by month). The 0.01 level corresponds to Twitter's
public 1% API, which reaches 42% of its maximum correlation with weekly aggre-
gation and 64% of its maximum correlation with monthly aggregation. Regardless of
the aggregation level, a 10% sample comes close to the correlation obtained using the
full Twitter feed (i.e., the 1.0 sampling level). The correlation comes to within 98%
of its maximum value when only 50% of the tweets are used (i.e., the 0.5 sampling
level).
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Figure 7.3: Increases in each of the 70 cities' correlations with Google Flu Trends
when moving from a 1% sample to the full feed.
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Figure 7.4: Increases in each of the 70 cities' correlations with Google Flu Trends
when moving from a 10% sample to the full feed.
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Figure 7.5: Correlation with Google Flu Trends for various cities when aggregating
tweets at the month level. As with week-level aggregation, each city's correlation
sharply increases until the sampling level reaches approximately 5%. The rate of
increase is lower than that observed with week-level aggregation, however.
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Figure 7.6: Correlation with Google Flu Trends as the fraction of the city's maximum
correlation. While the correlation sharply increases with both aggregation levels, the
increase is sharper with monthly aggregation. Monthly aggregation reaches 90% of
its maximum correlation once the sampling level reaches about 6%, whereas weekly
aggregation does not reach 90% of its maximum correlation until the sampling level
reaches about 13%.

7.3 Methodology

Many methods have been proposed for estimating the �u's prevalence based on

Twitter activity. While supervised models have performed best at this task [1, 3, 52],

keyword-based approaches have been shown to perform acceptably [3] and have

formed the basis for the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services' Now

Trending Challenge 2. To avoid biasing our results towards a supervised model

designed only for �u detection, we use a keyword-based sliding window approach

from a framework for Twitter public health surveillance [99] to match the ILI terms

in the Now Trending Challenge's Illness Term Taxonomy. In short, we count the

2http://www.nowtrendingchallenge.com/
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number of �u-related terms from the Illness Term Taxonomy in an n-term sliding

window, and normalize each daily count by the total number of tweets posted on

that day. We utilize a 2-term sliding window since the majority of the Illness Terms

are single terms, but some may be tokenized into two consecutive terms.

We use CDC In�uenza Surveillance3 and Google Flu Trends [35] �u prevalence

data as ground truth to investigate how the full Twitter feed compares to more readily-

available samples, such as the 1% of tweets available from the Sampling API. To

validate our keyword-based �u detection methodology, we compute the correlation

between the full feed and each ground truth using Spearman's ρ, and �nd both corre-

lations to be reasonable, though lower than those generally obtained with supervised

methods designed for ILI prevalence estimation [52, 76]. Using an unsupervised model

avoids biasing our results towards a supervised model designed only for this domain;

our unsupervised approach is not dependent on the �u detection domain, because

we simply count relevant keywords rather than utilizing a supervised model. Figure

7.1 shows the CDC data and estimated prevalence based on all public tweets made

in 2012 and aggregated by week. Spearman's ρ = 0.79 for Google Flu Trends data

(Pearson's r = 0.52) and ρ = 0.73 for the CDC data. We use this methodology to

compare trend detection results given di�erent sampling levels (e.g., the 1% sample

vs. the full Twitter feed).

7.4 Experiments

We use our trend detection methodology and corpus of all public tweets made in

20124 to evaluate:

3http://www.cdc.gov/�u/weekly/overview.htm
4In the Tweet Count Correlation section we report the number of ILI-related tweets

associated with di�erent geographic areas. The exact number of tweets made in 2012 is
proprietary information, however, so we do not report it.
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Figure 7.7: The relationship at the 1% sampling level between the number of �u
tweets in a city and the Pearson correlation between Twitter �u prevalence estimates
and Google Flu Trends' estimates. The tweet count and GFT correlation are fairly
correlated, with Pearson's r = 0.25 and Spearman's ρ = 0.69, suggesting a strong
monotonic relationship and weak linear relationship.
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Figure 7.8: The relationship at the 10% sampling level between the number of �u
tweets in a city and the Pearson correlation between Twitter �u prevalence estimates
and Google Flu Trends' estimates. The tweet count and GFT correlation are much
less correlated than at the 1% sampling level, with Pearson's r = 0.12 and Spearman's
ρ = 0.45.
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Fraction of tweets sampled
.0075 .01 .015 .02 .05 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 1.0

Pearson's r .27 .25 .22 .20 .15 .12 .09 .08 .08 .08 .07
Spearman's ρ .70 .69 .68 .66 .54 .45 .39 .36 .35 .34 .30

Table 7.3: The correlation between the tweet count and GFT Pearson correlation at
each sampling level. Both the Pearson and Spearman correlation sharply decrease as
the sampling level increases. At the 20% sampling level both correlations are within
30% of their correlations at the 100% sampling level and within 15% at the 50%
sampling level. This suggests that poor ILI prevalence estimation performance is
partially caused by a low number of tweets, but as the number of tweets increases with
the sampling level other factors become responsible for the prevalence estimation's
performance.
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Figure 7.9: The relationship between the number of �u tweets in a city and the
fraction of the maximum GFT Pearson correlation achieved at the 1% sampling level
(i.e., corr0.01/corr1.0). There is a weak Pearson correlation (r = 0.23) and strong
Spearman correlation (ρ = 0.75) between the two.
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Figure 7.10: The correlation between the tweet count and GFT Pearson correlation at
each sampling level. The correlation decreases sharply as the sampling level increases,
with Pearson's r = 0.25 at the 1% sampling level decreasing to r = 0.12 at the 10%
sampling level before reaching its �nal value of r = 0.07 at the 100% sampling level.

• how sampling a�ects the correlation between Twitter In�uenza-like illness (ILI)

prevalence estimates and Google Flu Trends estimates,

• the impact of aggregating trends over di�erent timespans (e.g., weekly vs.

monthly) on prevalence estimation performance, and

• the impact of the number of ILI-related tweets prevalence estimation perfor-

mance.

7.4.1 Google Flu Trends

We investigate the e�ects of sampling on Twitter �u detection by randomly sampling

from our Twitter corpus and computing correlations with Google Flu Trends using

the sampled data. That is, we randomly select n% of the tweets from the full Twitter

feed, use our methodology to estimate the ILI prevalence based on these tweets, and
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compute the correlation between our prevalence estimate and Google Flu Trends'

estimate. We evaluate each sampling level from 0.002 to 1.00 in increments of 0.002.

For each level, we sample 5, 000 times and calculate the sampling level's mean corre-

lation. We aggregate Twitter activity by week to correspond with Google Flu Trends

estimates, which are released at the week level. We use only geolocated tweets (i.e.,

tweets that have either a geotag or other location information associated with them)

and compute prevalence estimates over each geographic region. We consider only the

70 cities that appear in both Google Flu Trends and our Twitter data5.

Correlation

The Pearson correlations between Google Flu Trends and our Twitter prevalence esti-

mates at di�erent sampling levels are shown in Table 7.1. Correlations are computed

across all 70 cities. The mean correlation (i.e., 0.33) reaches 75% of its maximum

correlation (i.e., 0.42) when only 5% of the Twitter data are used and 86% of its max-

imum when 10% of the data are used. This is substantially more data than Twitter's

1% API provides, however, and when using a 1% sample the mean correlation is only

40% of its maximum value. Sampling disproportionately a�ects the cities that per-

form poorly; when only the top 10% of the cities are considered, the mean correlation

reaches 73% of its maximum value at a 1% sampling level.

5Albany, Albuquerque, Anchorage, Atlanta, Austin, Baltimore, Baton Rouge, Birm-
ingham, Boise, Boston, Bu�alo, Charlotte, Chicago, Cleveland, Colorado Springs, Columbia,
Columbus, Dallas, Dayton, Denver, Des Moines, Eugene, Fresno, Gainesville, Grand
Rapids, Greensboro, Greenville, Honolulu, Houston, Indianapolis, Jackson, Jacksonville,
Kansas City, Knoxville, Las Vegas, Lexington, Lincoln, Little Rock, Los Angeles, Lubbock,
Madison, Memphis, Miami, Milwaukee, Nashville, New Orleans, Norfolk, Oklahoma City,
Omaha, Orlando, Philadelphia, Phoenix, Pittsburgh, Portland, Providence, Reno, Rich-
mond, Rochester, Sacramento, Salt Lake City, San Antonio, San Diego, San Francisco,
Seattle, Spokane, Spring�eld, Tampa, Tucson, Tulsa, and Wichita
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Figure 7.2 shows the correlation between Google Flu Trends and our �u prevalence

estimates for six cities as the sample size increases. While the maximum correlations

vary, the trend appears similar for each city. In each case, the correlation increases

substantially from the 1% sample to the full feed. Flu detection performance increases

much more slowly once the sample size reaches approximately 5%, however, indicating

that little is gained by adding the remaining 90% of data. This is signi�cant because

Twitter's Streaming API can return a sample containing more than 1% of ILI tweets

under some circumstances (i.e., the Streaming API returns public tweets that match

a query; it returns up to 1% of all public tweets, which can be more than 1% of tweets

matching the query).

Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 show the distribution of the changes in correlation

when moving from a 1% sample to the full feed and from a 10% sample to the full

feed, respectively. With a 10% sample the vast majority of cities receive a correlation

increase of 15% or less when the full feed is used, whereas the majority of cities receive

a correlation increase of over 50% when the 1% sample is used. These results further

illustrate that moving from a 1% feed to a 10% sample can substantially improve

results, but the di�erence between a 10% sample and the full feed is relatively small.

These results do not hold true for national ILI trends; when all US tweets are con-

sidered, a 1% sample comes within 96% of the Google Flu Trends correlation obtained

using the full Twitter feed. In the Tweet Count Correlation section we investigate the

degree to which di�erences in tweet counts explain this discrepancy.

Impact of Aggregation

We investigate how tweet aggregation interacts with sampling. While Google Flu

Trends does not provide the data necessary to compare prevalence estimates at the

daily-level, we can aggregate both our Twitter ILI prevalence estimates and Google
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Flu Trends' estimates at the monthly level. Figure 7.5 shows the relationship between

the GFT correlation and the sampling level when tweets are aggregated by month.

The increase in correlation appears similar to that in Figure 7.2, which shows the

relationship when tweets are aggregated by week. The relative performance of the six

cities change, however, which suggests that the aggregation is not only boosting the

average correlation.

To determine whether monthly aggregation is changing the rate at which preva-

lence estimates converage, for each sampling level we compute how close an estimates'

correlation with GFT is to the correlation's maximum value. That is, we compute

corrs/corr1.0 where corrs is the correlation with GFT at sampling level s. The results

over all 70 cities are shown in Figure 7.6. While estimates at both aggregation levels

quickly approach their maximum correlations, the monthly aggregation level results

in a faster increase. When using a 10% sample, the monthly aggregation level's cor-

relation is 94% of its maximum, whereas the weekly aggregation level's correlation is

87% of its maximum. Similarly, when using a 1% sample the monthly aggregation's

correlation is 64% of its maximum, whereas the weekly aggregation's correlation is

42% of its maximum. Table 7.2 shows the results averaged over the 70 cities in our

dataset and the results when all US tweets are used. The correlation quickly reaches

its maximum correlation when all US tweets are used, with a 99% weekly correlation

and 100% monthly correlation at the 1% sampling level.

Our analysis suggests that when researchers must utilize Twitter's 1% sample,

they can reduce the e�ects of sampling by increasing the aggregation level they use.

While monthly ILI prevalence estimates are much less useful than weekly estimates,

a monthly aggregation level can still be helpful in assessing the quality of di�erent

trend detection algorithms. Changing the aggregation level makes little di�erence for
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ILI prevalence estimation at the US national level, however, since both weekly and

monthly aggregation perform well with a 1% sample.

7.4.2 Tweet Count Correlation

Our previous experiments have shown that city-level ILI prevalence estimation per-

formance increases as larger samples are used (e.g., the average Pearson correlation

at the 1% sampling level is 42% of the maximum and 93% of the maximum at the

20% level), but we did not observe the same trend for estimates made over the entire

United States (e.g., the Pearson correlation at the 0.5% sampling level is 98% of

the maximum correlation). In this section we investigate how well this performance

increase correlates with the total number of ILI tweets used in the analysis. That is,

we investigate whether poor preformance at low sampling levels is caused by a low

number of tweets. Figures 7.7 and 7.8 show the relationship between the ILI tweet

count and ILI prevalence estimation performance (i.e., the ILI prevalence estimate's

Pearson correlation with Google Flu Trends' estimate) at the 1% and 10% sampling

levels, respectively. Tweet count and estimation performance have a low Pearson cor-

relation (r = 0.25) and high Spearman correlation (ρ = 0.69) at the 1% sampling level,

suggesting that there is a monotonic relationship between the two (i.e., more tweets

result in better performance), but the relationship is not linear (i.e., performance does

not increase linearly with the number of tweets). Both correlations decrease substan-

tially at the 10% sampling level (i.e., Pearson's r = 0.12 and Spearman's ρ = 0.45),

illustrating the diminishing returns of increasing the sampling level.

To correct for cities that always perform poorly, we can measure each city's fraction

of its maximum GFT correlation at the 1% sampling level rather than measuring its

GFT correlation at the 1% sampling level directly. That is, we compare the tweet

count to corr0.01/corr1.0, where corrs is the Pearson correlation between Twitter and
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GFT at the s sampling level. The comparison is shown in Figure 7.9. As in the

previous comparisons at the 1% sampling level, there is a weak Pearson correlation

and a strong Spearman correlation between the two.

To determine how strongly the sampling level is associated with the correlation

between tweet count and Twitter prevalence estimation performance (i.e., correlation

with Google Flu Trends), we plot their relationship in Figure 7.10 and show several

points in Table 7.3. The performance correlation (i.e., the correlation between the

tweet count and prevalence estimation performance) quickly decreases as the sam-

pling level increases, further illustrating the diminishing returns of increasing the

sampling level after about 10%. These results suggest that low numbers of tweets

can cause poor prevalence estimation performance, but the impact of a low tweet

count quickly diminishes as the sampling level increases; poor performance at sam-

pling levels above approximately 10% is not highly correlated with the tweet count,

and may be in�uenced by other factors such as the noise added by non-experiential

tweets written in response to prominent news articles [102]. We observe that cities

which had at least 104 ILI-related tweets in 2012 tend to have better prevalence esti-

mation performance even at the 1% sampling level, so it may be helpful to require

a minimum number of relevant tweets when trend detection is performed on a 1%

sample. We note that this does not apply to ILI prevalence estimation at the national

level, where even a 0.5% sample performs well.

7.5 Summary

In this chapter we investigated the impact of sampling Twitter's 100% API stream on

In�uenza-like illness (ILI) prevalence estimation by comparing prevalence estimates at

di�erent sampling levels to the estimates provided by Google Flu Trends. Our results
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show that sampling has little impact on ILI prevalence estimation when performed at

the national level, but sampling levels below 5-10% signi�cantly degrade prevalence

estimation performed at the city level. We examined the correlation between the

number of ILI-related tweets associated with a city and the city's ILI prevalence

estimation performance, and found that low number of tweets are only correlated

with poor estimation performance at low sampling levels (i.e., sampling levels below

10%). Futhermore, we found that aggregating tweets by month rather than by week

reduces the e�ects of sampling, and we observed that cities which had at least 104

ILI-related tweets were less likely to perform poorly at low sampling levels.

Based on these �ndings, we suggest that researchers excercise caution when using

Twitter's public 1% sample to identify trends in small geographic areas at the daily

or weekly aggregation level; researchers may be able to reduce the impact of using

the sample API by aggregating tweets by month or by performing their analysis

over a larger geographic area. We note that all Twitter results presented in previous

chapters are obtained using tweets covering large geographic areas (i.e., nations) and

thus remain valid even when using Twitter's 1% sample.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

Mining social media presents unique di�culties because of its informal nature, which I

have proposed methods to address and evaluated in the context of the health domain.

I described a synonym discovery method for discovering equivalencies among lay

phrases and mapping lay phrases back to expert terminology in a knowledge base

(Chapter 2), and described concept extraction methods that can determine when

such phrases and variations thereof are expressed in text (Chapter 3). I evaluated both

methods and found that my synonym discovery method accurately ranks a term's syn-

onym candidates (i.e., places 50% of a term's synonyms in the top 5% of the ranked

list), and that my proposed concept extraction methods outperforms previously pro-

posed methods in terms of precision and F1. In Chapter 4 I described a system for

identifying real world trends by using the synonym discovery and concept extraction

methods. There are many potential sources of inaccuracy when attempting to cor-

relate social media activity with a real world trend, however, and in the remaining

chapters I investigated and addressed sources of inaccuracy. In Chapter 5 I inves-

tigated the in�uence of news media on social media activity, and found a strong

positive correlation between the number of tweets about �news-centric� events and

the news cycle. In Chapter 6 I addressed the problem of having incomplete infor-

mation about users' states by modeling relationships between drug, symptom, and

condition mentions, and found that my model identi�ed many known relationships.
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Finally, in Chapter 7 I investigated the impact of utilizing Twitter's publicly avail-

able 1% sample instead of a complete Twitter feed, found that the 1% sample is not

always representative of the whole, and suggested heuristics for identifying situations

in which the 1% sample can safely be used.

The work presented in this dissertation is my own. Parts of Chapters 2 � 7 are repro-

ductions of my previous publications. [98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103]
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